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Tejano Oktoberfest tonight 
By Kendra ludemann 
REPORTER 
Where can you find over six 
million visitors, five million 
liters of beer and hundreds of 
thousands of pork sausages? 
These sights and smells can be 
found at the annual 
Oktoberfest in Munich, 
Germany. 
this year marks the 170th 
Oktoberfest in the city. The fes- 
tival runs from Sept. 20 
through Oct. 5. 
A smaller version of 
Oktoberfest can be found with- 
out  making  the  voyage  to 
Germany. This year, BGSU's 
(■erman Glub and Latino 
Student Union are cosponsor- 
ing "Tejano Oktoberfest." This 
is the first year that the clubs 
have joined together to spon- 
sor this event. 
Some may think it's a far 
stretch to find a connection 
between these two cultures. 
However, there is a connection. 
"We found that there's a sim- 
ilarity between the two cul- 
tures of music," German Club 
president Emily Tleinsen said. 
A majority of German immi- 
grants settled in  Texas and 
influenced the latinos, espe- 
cially in their music. 
"It will be interesting to see 
[at Tejano Oktoberfest] how the 
two cultures mix together and 
how everyone reacts to the 
mixing," I Ieinsen said. 
The German celebration 
dates back to Oct. 12, 1H10. 
when Crown Prince l.udwig 
(later known as King Ludwig 1) 
married Princess Thcrese of 
Saxony. To celebrate their mar- 
riage, the family invited the cit- 
izens of Munich to a festival. 
The event started out some- 
what small and has grown over 
the years to become the largest 
festival in the world. 
The grounds, known as the 
Theresienweise or "Theresa's 
fields," have carousels, roller 
coasters and other events 
found at typical fairs. 
Spectators can view the 
Grand Entiy of the Oktoberfest 
Landlords and Breweries, 
Costume and Riflemen's 
Procession and a concert rep- 
resenting all the brass bands 
on the grounds. 
At this year's Tejano 
Oktoberfest, lesse Ponce will 
be entertaining the crowd with 
his accordion. 1 le will be play- 
ing polka music. 
Along with authentic music, 
guests can enjoy snacks, 
games, contests and dancing. 
Members of the sponsoring 
clubs will be giving dance 
demonstrations. Guests can 
also purchase raffle tickets 
during the event. Prizes for the 
raffle include restaurant gill 
certificates and a German 
stein. 
"1 missed the Oktoberfest 
last year, so I'm excited to 
hopefully see everyone 
dance,"  German  club  vice 
president l.ibby lleineman 
said. 
Guests are encouraged, but 
not required, to come dressed 
in Mexican or German cos- 
tume. The male and female 
with the best costume will be 
named King and Queer Tejano 
(Hctoberfest 
Tejano Oktoberfest is free 
and open to the public. It will 
be held this evening from 8-11 
p.m. in room 201 of Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union. 
Unlike the original 
Oktoberfest, Tejano 
Oktoberfest is alcohol free. 
Nissan president talks 
of company's issues 
OareSchwarlAP Photo 
EMBRACE: Rocori High School students embrace in the school 
parking lot, yesterday, after a shooting at the school. 
One dead 
at school 
shooting 
By Craig Gustafson 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLD SPRING, Minn. — A 
freshman opened fire at a high 
school yesterday, killing one stu- 
dent and critically wounding a 
second, authorities said. 
The suspect, identified only as 
a freshman, was taken into cus- 
tody after the late-morning 
shooting at the 829-student 
Rocori High School in Cold 
Spring, a small town about 60 
miles northwest of the Twin 
Cities. 
Police Chief Phil lones said 
"there was chaos" as police 
arrived at the school. One of the 
students was shot while in the 
school's weight room and the 
other shooting occurred in the 
gym. 
Aaron Rollins, a senior, died at 
a hospital. The other wounded 
student, Seth Bartell, a fresh- 
man, was in critical condition. 
Officials evacuated the school 
and sent aH students home. 
"There was kids crying," lamie 
Toddingham, a junior, told 
KSTP-TV "V\fe were silting at a 
window where we could see 
cops everywhere. I was just 
thinking about, it could've been 
me." 
Jones said that it appeared a 
well-respected, veteran teacher 
and coach talked the boy into 
handing over a small-caliber 
gun. When police arrived, the 
boy was in the custody of the 
school's staff in an administra- 
tive office, he said. 
Mike Austreng, editor of the 
weekly Cold Spring Record, said 
he saw one wounded student 
taken from the school by heli- 
copter. 
"We can see groups of stu- 
dents being taken out of the 
building," Austreng said from 
the scene after the shooting. 
"Most of them are running with 
their hands up in the air, or walk- 
ing with their hands up in the 
air." 
The school district's name, 
Rocori, comes from the first two 
letters of the communities it 
serves: Rockville, Cold Spring 
and Richmond. 
lulu DiftaocoBG News 
DISCUSSION: Mitsuhiko Yamashita. president of the Nissan Technical Center of North America speaks about Nissan's journey from finan- 
cial crisis in the late 1990s to improved sales rates today. The address, held last night in the Union theater, was sponsored by the Asian 
Studies Program. 
By Kara Hull 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Fighting an outdated image 
and plummeting sales in the late 
1990s, the road to rcvitalization 
has been long for Nissan manu- 
facturers. And according to 
Mitsuhiko Yamashita, president 
of the Nissan Technical Center of 
North America, the journey is far 
from over. 
"V\fe are out of die emergency 
room, but we want to get out of 
the hospital," he said. "There's still 
alotofworktodo." 
Yamashita addressed students, 
faculty and community mem- 
bers last night as part of a lecture 
series sponsored by the Asian 
Studies Program. He shared the 
ups and downs of the company's 
history and their vision for the 
future in America and abroad. 
Yamashita also met with mem- 
bers of Nakama, the organization 
of American and Japanese busi- 
ness  leaders  from  northwest 
Ohio and southern Michigan 
before the speech. 
According to Yamashita, the 
company is using the desire of 
preservation to inspire new 
designs and boost sales. 
"The Nissan brand has a long 
history," he said. "We have to look 
at those values mid how we can 
make a revival of those values of 
the Nissan brand." 
Suffering a $5.6 billion loss in 
1999, die company was able to 
eliminate their debt by March of 
2002. This turnaround, according 
to Yamashita, occurred as a result 
of a diree-step plan proposed by 
Nissan officials. 
The plan, dubbed die 180 plan, 
also involved increasing world- 
wide unit sales by one million 
vehicles and establishing an 8 
percent industry margin. A three- 
year time period was given as the 
goal, which required the compa- 
ny to move quickly if it wanted to 
survive. 
"We had to initiate a lot of 
changes very quickly," he said. 
"Changes began immediately 
and results came quickly." 
But there were those who were 
skeptical diat Nissan could pull it 
off and survive as a competitor in 
the auto Industry 
"Because of our history ... 
there were only a few people who 
thought we would be able to do 
what we planned," he said. "But 
the results speak for themselves, 
lust one year into the three-year 
180 plan we accomplished two of 
the three 180 goals." 
According to Yamashita, the 
company is still working to add 
one million vehicles to their over- 
all Bales by 2005. Unveiling the 
350 Z sports car, Titan full-size 
pickup truck. Quest mini-van 
and Pathfinder Armada SUV this 
year, company officials hope 
these new products will push 
them toward the one million 
mark. 
One of the initial problems, 
Yamashita said, was too much 
emphasis on advertising and not 
enough on the company's prod- 
ucts, 
"The nature and tone of adver- 
tising must mirror die nature and 
tone of the company itself," he 
said. "We are confident that [the 
180 plan] is working, but we can 
not become complacent. We 
must keep the entire organiza- 
tion energized, and to make our 
company successful, we must 
keep our customers energized 
too." 
l-ujiya Kawashima, director of 
the Asian Studies Program, was 
pleased with die turnout and the 
technical questions that were 
asked of Yamashita at the close of 
the lecture. 
"I was quite impressed by 
some of the questions people 
asked." he said. 
I 
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FOUR-DAY FORECAST 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
FRIDAY 
M Partly Cloudy High: 65' Low: 50' Hew       High: 56' Showers    Low: 42' 
MONDAY 
J^r*^.       Scatter     High: 55' 
Showers    Low: 41' 
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Judge rules against do-not-call list 
By Jennifer L Brown 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
OKIAHOMA CMY — A l.ilcral 
judge has tilled dial die Initial 
Trade Commission overstcp|ied 
its authority In creating the 
national "do-not-call" list against 
telemarketets. 
Hie ruling tame in a lawsuit 
brought l>y telemarketers who 
challenged the list of 511 million 
people who submitted theb tele 
phone numhcisand said thrvdo 
not warn to receive business 
solicitation calls. 
The immediate impact of 
Tuesday's ruling U.S. District 
Judge Lee II. VMM was not cleat. 
lie did not immediately issue an 
older directing an action l>v the 
PTC 
The list was to go into effect 
Oct. I 
Hie judge said die main issue 
in the case was "whether the PTC 
had the authority to promulgate 
.i national do-not-call registry. 
The court finds it did not." 
West        said       the        1994 
telemarketing and Consumer 
Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act 
gave the Federal 
( oinmuiiications Commissioni 
mil the IIC the authority to 
operate a national dalahase ol 
people who object  to receiving 
telephone solicitations. 
ITie PTC, however, said the 
Omnibus Appropriations Act, 
signed by I'tesidcnt Bush this 
past I'elmiary, authorizes it to 
"implement and enforce the do- 
not-call provisions of the 
Telemarketing Sales Rule 
"This decision is clearly incor- 
rect," FTC Chairman Timothy 
Muris said yesterday. "We will 
seek every recourse to give 
American consumers a choice to 
slop unwanted telemarketing 
calls." 
House Energy and Commerce 
Committee Chairman Billy 
Tauzin, R-La., and Rep. John 
Dingell. D-Mich., said yesterday 
they were confident the ruling 
would be overturned. 
"Contrary to the court's deci- 
sion, we firmly believe Congress 
gave the PTC authority to imple- 
ment the national do-not-call 
list," they said in a joint state 
menl. We will continue to mon- 
itor the situation and will take 
whatever legislative action is 
necessary to ensure consumers 
can stop intrusive calls from 
unwanted telemarketers." 
Direct Marketing Association, 
one of the plaintiffs, said it was 
happy with the ruling, even 
though  it "acknowledges the 
wishes of millions of U.S. con- 
sumers who have expressed 
their preferences not to receive 
telephone-marketing solicita- 
tions — as evidenced by the 
millions of phone numbers reg- 
istered on the FTC list." 
Calls to the PTC were not 
immediately returned yester- 
day. 
The telemarketing industry 
estimates that the do-not-call 
list could cut its business in 
half, costing it up to $50 billion 
in sales each year. 
Telemarketers would have to 
check the list every three 
months to see who doesn't 
want to be called. Those who 
call listed people could be fined 
up to $11,000 for each viola- 
tion. 
The suit was filed by U.S. 
Security, Chartered Benefit 
Services Inc., Global Contact 
Services Inc., InfoCision 
Management Corp. and Direct 
Marketing Association Inc. 
A similar lawsuit is pending 
in Denver, where the trade 
group American Teleservices 
Association and two telemar- 
keting companies sued in 
January to keep die FTC from 
starting the do-not-call pro- 
gram. 
UN. resolution on Iraq could take months 
ByTeienceHunt 
THE   ASS0CIATC0   PUfSS 
NEW YORK       lacing resis 
tare e ftom allies. President itusli 
slowed liis scan h yesieiday for a 
United Nations resolution to 
encourage other countries In 
pledge money and peacekeeping 
troops Tor Iraq's reconstruction. 
The administration said it could 
take months in wort oui an 
agreement. 
With I IS. i asii.iliies lising anil 
pressure building to bring 
American soldiers home from 
Iraq, the uncertain diplomatic 
timetable could cause the 
Pentagon to call up more 
National Guard or Reserve tones. 
(in a second day ol diplomacy 
alter addressing the United 
Nations, Bush received presi- 
dents and prime ministers in his 
rail Boot suite of the Waktorl 
I Scott Applewhite AP Photo 
PATIENCE: President George Bush, joined by first lady Laura Bush, welcomes United Nations delegates 
to a reception for the United Nations General Assembly 
Coming To EMU 
In Ypsilanti, Michigan 
Astoria on Manhattan's tony east 
side. 
Bush did not solicit any contri- 
butions for money or soldiers 
when he met with the leaders of 
India and Pakistan, two countries 
that the administration is count- 
ing on to set up a third division of 
10,000 lo 15,000 multinational 
peacekeeping forces, officials 
said. 
And German Chancellor 
Gerhard Schroeder, after talks 
with Bush, said he did no) fed 
"under time pressure" about a 
resolution 
Pakistani President Pervez 
Musharraf, in an Associated l*ress 
interview, said he wants to see a 
Muslim lone assembled for Iraq 
that has the blessings of the 
United Nations or an internation- 
al Islamic organization. I le said 
he was talking with leaders of 
other Islamic countries. 
At one point the administra- 
tion had hoped to find consensus 
on a UN. resolution before Bush 
addressed the General Assembly 
on Tuesday But with little sign of 
progress. Bush acknowledged 
last week that a quick resolution 
was doubtful 
\ scnioi administration official 
acknowledged it could lake 
months to gel a resolution and 
die process would nol he rushed 
flic sticking  point   is how 
quickly to transfer power from 
the U.S.-led occupation adminis- 
tration to an Iraqi civilian author- 
ity. The administration says it 
must be done in an orderly fash- 
ion and is unwilling to specify' 
how lung that might take. Trance 
and Germany say the transfer 
must occur swiftly. 
Portraying Trance as a possible 
exception, the senior administra- 
tion official, who spoke only on 
condition of anonymity, said 
other nations are willing to dis- 
cuss language that might bridge 
the gaps for a resolution. 
The United States and 
(ici many tried to play down dif- 
ferences, 
After more than a year of icy 
relations, Bush and Schroeder 
shared a hearty handshake and 
agreed to patch up differences 
from the Iraq war. 
The reconciliation was played 
out lietore television cameras as 
die two leaders lieamed, reached 
from their armchairs to shake 
hands and spoke warmly about 
U.S.-German relations. It was a 
contrast to Bush's meeting a day 
earlier with Irench President 
lacques Chirac where reporters 
were not allowed and a U.S. offi- 
cial indicated there was no nar- 
rowing of differences on Iraq. 
With Schroeder at his side, 
Bush said, "The first thing I told 
him, I said, 'look, we've had dif- 
ferences and they're over and 
wen going to work together.' And 
I believe when Germany and 
America work together we can 
accomplish a lot of positive 
things. 
Without retreating from his 
anti-war stand, Schroeder said, 
"We very much feel that the dif- 
ferences that have been, have 
been left behind and put aside 
by now." He said a stable and 
democratic Iraq was in P.urope's 
interest, and that Germany 
could help the (Mist-war effort by 
training Iraqi police and security 
forces. 
Still, there was no indication 
Germany would contribute 
peacekeeping troops, as it has to 
Afghanistan, or that Schroeder 
would retract his support for 
France's call for a quick end to 
the U.S. occupation of Iraq. 
Last year Schroeder ran a re- 
election campaign that played 
up his opposition to U.S. policy 
on Iraq. He warned an attack 
would set the Middle East 
aflame and mean certain death 
for thousands of innocents. 
Tensions between Berlin and 
Washington worsened when 
Germany joined Trance and 
Russia in blocking a U.N. resolu- 
tion seeking authorization for 
the war. Bush and Schroeder 
had talked at a NATO meeting 
last November and again at an 
economic summit in the spring 
hut the diplomatic feud was not 
considered over until yesterday's 
meeting. 
Eastern Michigan University Convocation Center and 
Mad Booking & Events present: 
jnSDN M 
THE ROAD TO RETIREMENT 
MAY SEEM SMOOTH, 
BUT IT'S LITTERED WITH TOLLS. 
Fees. Charges. Hidden costs. Over time these things can erode the retirement 
savings you're working so hard to build. Contact us, a company known for keeping 
costs low. It ain't a free ride, but it's close. 
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776 
Managing money for people 
with other things to think about. 
tUIUU'UNOS  I  COlllCI  S»¥INGS   I   TRUSTS  I 
d pKBpetUiw-*. (All <B'7i 518 9161   RCKIH 
ICnuriiMfumlinAACPfF'   730 Tlurrl * 
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FIVE-KEG RULE IS NOW LIFTED IN OHIO 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The state of Ohio has revoked 
its rule regarding the number of kegs ()hioans are allowed 
to purchase from a distributor without registering them. 
The Ohio Liquor (lontrol Commission announced it was 
ending the five-keg rule in June. 
www.hgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a 
of events is taken from 
htt|K//events,bgsu.cdu life 
8 a.m. -(> p.m. 
Student Glass An Exhibition 
Student Glass Oub 
Union Galleries An 
8:30 a-m. 
Hands-On Session 
Learn about theWfebMail 
upgrade, SPAM and offensive 
content filtering capabilities on 
BGSUWebMail 
115 East Hall 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
Will be collecting donations to 
Adopt-a-l ainily in Africa. 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
r.LSoUen 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
10 am. -4 p.m. 
Through the Needle's I ye 
WilkudV/ankeiman Gallery 
10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
teropostale Box Sale 
Multipurpose Room 
10 a.m. B pin. 
Dance Marathon Shirt Sale 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
I.DSSA Info. Table 
Sponsored by the Latter Day 
Saints Student Association. 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -2 p.m. 
Living Life on Target 
Connections 
(jillegiate Ministries will be 
handing out information 
about their organization. 
Union Lobby 
10::t0 a.m. -2:30 p.m. 
Cedar Point Raffle 
Sponsored by IKiSll's National 
Student Speech, Language and 
Hearing Association. 
Union U)bhy 
11 a.m. -4 p.m. 
AM) I'romo table 
Sponsored byAnime In 
Northwest Ohio. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. -3 p.m. 
Alpha Phi Omega Hake Sale 
Education BuUdlngSteps 
II a.m.-5 p.m. 
Precious Stones Info. Table 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. -3 p.m. 
Heal lite Into, lahle 
Union Lobby 
II am.-3 p.m. 
voter Registration 
Sponsored by College 
Democrats. 
Union Lobby 
Noon 
( \s.\( ommunitj Awareness 
Campaign PCA/CI1 ESuppon 
Grant recipients repon the 
results of their program. 
318 Union 
Noon 
ACLU Banned Book Table 
Education Bldg. Steps 
: \v E  i) i- n v i; B •    3537770 
Grinders, tke best invention 
Since the wheel. 
Anything else is 
half-baked! 
DON'T FORGET 
WE DELIVER 
FREE 
6 inch Combo 
with the 
purchase of a 
6 inch combo 
I ofltf only good w'couoon- Dtne-in O".» 
I no) gooo *. any olnei o«e«s exp. 10/8/03! 
523  E.  Wooster St.     •       419-353-7770 
Catering Dine in  Ctftyout DcliVCiy  Party Travs 
^•WkrVVV»Vy\V^JV»rVVtiVUVVSVVUV»V»VJVrti 
Noon 
('age Sir 
Pi Kappa Phi will sponsor a 
cage sit to collect money for 
Push America. 
Union Oval 
1:15 run. 
I lands-On Session 
I earn about theWfebmail 
upgrade, SPAM and offensive 
content filtering capabilities on 
BGSUWebMafl 
115 East Hall 
2-6 p.m. 
Delta chi Recruitment table 
Union Lobby 
4 p. m. 
Women's Dissertation Writing 
Group 
An Interdisciplinary group 
open to any woman Indie 
writing process of her program. 
Please feel tree to join us any 
Thursday to see if this group 
works for you. 
107 Hanna Hall 
5 p.m. 
i ross culture Conversation 
( onnection 
308 Union 
(i -7:30 p.m. 
MaricZusi Presentation 
"Smarten Up" gives practical 
advice about coping with situ 
alions ranging 
troni tenured facurrj to alter 
graduation job interviews. 
210 Math Sciem •■ Building 
7-9 p.m. 
lll\ Vwareness Kelly's Secret 
Sponsored in I lelta Sigma 
Theta. 
207 Union 
8 p.m. 
"Ovei the River and Through 
the UIMHIS" 
Hie loving and sometimes 
overbearing grandparents in an 
Italian American lamily from 
lerse) tryevery scheme possi- 
ble in keep their only grandson 
from mining to Seattle, 
rickets sin tin Mult,Senior,& 
Students, 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 
II p.m. 
Guest \ iolm \nist 
Recital featuring violinist and 
authoi Sheny MOSS. 
I tee and open to the public. 
KobackerHali 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. 
WBGU FM Dance Part) 
annul iiiillidoin 
THE BLOTTER 
TUESDAY 
An unknown person stole a snow plow 
assembly trom the front of a grounds 
truck. 
A female was transported by ambulance 
from Saddlemue Student Services to the 
Wood County Hospital for a possible med- 
ication reaction. 
An ill female was transported from 
Moseley Hall by ambulance to the Wood 
County Hospital 
Payel Isitovitch. Bowling Green and 
Rickie Waugh Columbus, wete involved 
in an automobile accident. The Waugh 
vehicle tumed into the path of the 
Isitovitch vehicle m lot TE 
Complainant reported that his parking 
decal was stolen while his vehicle was 
parked in lot E. 
Complainant reported that he lost his 
wallet. He believes that he was in the 
technology building when it was lost. 
Complainant reported a dispute between 
employees Under investigation. 
Elizabeth A Michael. Alliance, was cited 
for speed on an Alumni Drive The court 
date is set lor Sept 29 at I p.m. 
A caller advised that a person was possi- 
bly injured on the volleyball court Upon 
the officer's arrival, the injured female 
refused transport to the hospital 
Homecoming 2003 
Falcon Spirit Week Runs 
September 29th-October 3rd! 
See the BGNews 
for daily schedules 
of events or 
check out 
www.homecoming.bgsu.edu 
Get down 
wltli tlie 
orange and 
Drown 
HOMECOMING 2003 
Tuffy 
Auto Service 
Centers 
Tom and the crew at 
Tuffy invite you to 
come in for an 
alignment today! 
M-F 8am-6pm / SAT 8am-2pm 
LIFETIME WARRANTED 
MUFFLERS 
50% off 
SAVE on our earpiece inventory of top ftj*.'. stetrme 
warranted muflers - gooa tor as ong as fK own your car 
'VtWjotanerrjfers Most cars am bgra trucks 
Tuffy Does It Right! 
LUBE/OILFILTER 
& TIRE ROTATION 
| QC'   Most Cars 
I ««*    and L<gM 
X 
CITGO $21 £-m    I Trucks 
Inctoes ol f*m oil charge **h up to 5 quarts of quaKy 
Cifpo motor od; chassa lube ant) a comptew *ehWe safety 
flspecton Rotate al tour wes 'mkeu of other olers 
s2000 OFF ANY SERVICE 
OVERW 
Present conwn before serves 
Excludes other oflefs 
LIFETIME WARRANTED 
BRAKE PADS or SHOES 
$29.95 
Installation extra 
I P'tfe^onaiOTMsvslerirTOecBon risuil*Blnie*aranMflpaft I 
|o>shxs R«)d«<»>eaearir^anamatr»enacrv3Li"ii | 
.'earec Se^rr«aicoaFKaM'a3acer!iertpaft^»tef*ecKfl 
'atdrUunaicos) 'ifieuolctrwo^rt MostcarsarfligNUwxs ■ 
1087 S. Main St. ■ 353-2444 - Bowling Green 
Student Support Services 
We need you to help make a difference! 
Tutors Needed 
All subjects, especially the sciences, math, 
statistics, business, etc. 
Requirements: at least a sophomore, 2.8 GPA or higher, 
A or B in class wanting to tutor 
Come to 405 Saddlemire for an application or 
A   call 372-2677 for more information 
Student Support Services 
HHEA 
4 Thursday, September 25,2003 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
QlJUTKIXOmil. 
"Setbacks make great opportunities for 
comebacks." 
San Jose State coach FITZ HILL, on Neil Parry, who played his first football 
game last week after having the lower part of his right leg amputated three years 
ago. 
(rtewwtduum) 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
FTCs no-call list may be on hold 
Nobody likes to recieve 
annoying telemarket- 
ing phone calls. They 
always seem to come at the most 
inopportune times. Most people 
were thrilled when the Federal 
Trade Commision created the 
do-not-call registry. The do-not- 
call registry is a list of phone 
numbers that telemarketers can- 
not call, and anyone can register 
their phone number. In fact, you 
can register up to three personal 
phone numbers including your 
cell phone. 
Don't get too excited just yet. 
The do-not-call registry could be 
put on hold. 
U.S. District ludge l.ee R. West 
ruled that the FTC overstepped 
its authority in creating the do- 
not-call registry. According to 
West, the Telemarketing and 
Consumer Fraud and Abuse 
Prevention Act gave the Federal 
Communications Commission 
the authority to create a do-not- 
call a'gistry. 
Are the rights of the citizens in 
danger of being trampled? A 
phone is a neccessity, and it isn't 
fair that it can be used by solici- 
tors as a means of making cold - 
sale calls. Hanging up on a tele- 
marketer wilt only temporarily 
solve the problem. For those 
who do not want to receive any 
soliciting phone calls, the do- 
not-call registry is neccessary to 
protect their rights. What rights 
might those be you ask? 
Before telemarketing was 
invented, door-to-door salesmen 
were the annoying solicitors. 
People could shut the door in 
their face and even call the police 
with the accuesation that the 
salesman was trespassing on pri- 
vate property. 
That is exactly what telemar- 
keters are guilty of: trespassing 
However, since it is not illegal to 
call a person, there is not much 
the police can do. The do-not- 
call registry protects citizens 
against trespassing sales calls. 
If the list docs go into effect on 
Oct. 1, the telemarketing predicts 
that it will lose around $50 billion 
in sales each year due to its caller 
list being cut in half. It would 
make sense that if it would be a 
waste of money for telemarkters 
to call people who do not want 
to be called in the first place. If 
they don't want to be bothered, 
why would they buy anything? 
The era of door-door salesmen 
ended years ago, it is now time 
forthecraof telemarketers to 
come to a close as well. Citizens 
get a double dose of harassment 
now with spam mail. 
There hasn't been any ruling 
stopping the do-not-call registry 
from going into effect. It is 
important for this idea to take 
shape and protect citizens from 
harassing cold calls. The busi- 
ness industry will find some new 
and interesting way to solicit 
information to the public. The 
hope is that they are running out 
of ways to invasively solicit sales. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR  PEOPLE 
Females and 
males are not 
different species 
I was dismayed to read the 
description of Lori I Ian Ebert's 
talk on gender differences in 
"Gender differences explained." 
1 did not see Ms. Ebert's talk, but I 
am responding to The BG News 
article, with the hope of provid- 
ing another perspective on the 
points raised in the article. 
My hope is dial Ebert's "talk" 
was meant purely as stand-up 
comedy, but my suspicion is that 
it wasn't. The kinds of "explana- 
tions" of gender differences and 
"solutions" to these differences 
that Ebert is quoted to have 
offered do more to increase the 
sense of alienation between men 
and women than to overcome it. 
We are not different species, 
although we are socialized to 
perceive that we are. Men are not 
"crates" and women are not 
"complicated." We are all human, 
and our levels of relative compli- 
cation and simplicity change 
with each situation. 
It is a horrible insult to men to 
suggest that women should "use 
the word big a lot" when talking 
to men because "men like the 
admiration." I have never known 
any man so shallow as that. It is 
equally insulting to women to 
suggest that women need 
repeated assurances that we arc 
"pretty." All people like to be val- 
ued for who we are, not for 
superficial traits. 
If members of the University 
community are interested in the 
ways gender socialization influ- 
ences our relationships with one 
another, then I suggest the fol- 
lowing authors, all of whom ana- 
lyze gender differences in order 
to dismantle their power over us, 
rather than increase it: Deborah 
Tannen (whose work Ebert sup- 
posedly used, but whose conclu- 
sions she apparently ignored), 
Michael Kimtnel, Kate Bomstein 
and Allan lohnson. All of these 
authors provide an intelligent 
analysis of gender in our society 
and hope for a future in which 
we treat one another as human 
beings, not as stereotypes. 
I would like to encourage 
members of the University com- 
munity to do the following Treat 
each other (regardless of gender 
identity or relationship) with 
respect and kindness. Let's com- 
mit ourselves to adding positive 
energy into our relationships 
(romantic and otherwise) and 
see how quickly our "differences" 
become "distinctions" to be cher- 
ished and celebrated. 
JEANNIE LUDL0W 
FACULTY 
Grad students 
not demanding 
or hostile group 
As the president of the 
Graduate Student Senate, I feel a 
need to respond to the article in 
The BG News on Monday titled 
"GSS Students dispute parking." 
There were several parts of the 
article that were easily miscon- 
strued by people and 1 want to 
clarify them. 
The first is that graduate stu- 
dents were angered and indig- 
nant towards faculty and staff. 
Graduate students, like under- 
graduate students, faculty and 
staff, are concerned about the 
lack of convenient parking 
around campus, and that was 
the cnix of the discussion at our 
Sept. 19 meeting. 
Faculty and staff parking in 
commuter parking lots, at this 
time, is a right according to the 
guidelines of the University. No 
one is questioning the fact that if 
you park in the wrong spot you 
should be ticketed, but rather the 
fact that when faculty and staff 
park in commuter parking it 
makes it more difficult to get to 
classes and assistantships on 
time. 
We are often inconvenienced 
and agitated because there is not 
enough commuter parking and 
there is often faculty and staff 
that take some of these spaces. 
The article made it sound as if 
graduate students think we 
shouldn't be ticketed for parking 
in lots we don't have permits for, 
and that was not correct. 
In addition, the discussion sur- 
rounding Dining Services is not 
new, nor is it exclusive to GSS. 
Part of the reason why we decid- 
ed to remove the bill from legisla- 
tion is to see what the new 
Dining Service and Bowen 
Thompson Student Union direc- 
tors are going to do. We are also 
starting to research the prices of 
catering and its competitiveness 
with other potential vendors as 
well as open a dialogue with 
catering services about the ability 
to bring in food items that are 
not currently available, especially 
ethnic cuisines, to parties. 
The articles published Monday 
makes it sound as if we are a 
demanding hostile group of stu- 
dents, which is not die case. 
Rather, the senators and execu- 
tive committee are a dedicated 
group of graduate students who 
are trying to work with the 
University to create a more pro- 
ductive graduate student experi- 
ence. 
0EIR0RE ROGERS 
GRADUATE STUDENT 
UDS staff can 
bring lunch 
from home 
One function of the University 
is to provide students with a 
clean, healthy and satisfying 
environment, and this should go 
for the employee's of the 
University as well. 
Section 10 of the University's 
employee handbook titled"Meal 
Breaks" reads: "Because of health 
regulations, University Dining 
Services cannot allow employees 
to store packaged lunches for 
snacks in University Dining 
Services areas. Any food or bev- 
erages consumed while on break 
must be purchased." After some 
aggravation 1 decided to look 
into this issue. 
After calling the Wood County 
Health Department I realized 
that this paragraph that was in 
the handbook was not the issue 
at hand. I found that it is not, in 
fact, a health code violation to 
store my lunch in the kitchen 
area as long as it is in a container 
that is identifiable as an employ- 
ee's lunch and could not be mis- 
taken as University food. 
It may be perfectly legal for the 
University to prohibit outside 
food or beverages in their dining 
services areas. After all, movie 
theaters and restaurants do it all 
the time, but they should say that 
University regulations prohibit 
outside food. 
It is rather blatant that the 
University simply wants to make 
money any way they can, espe- 
cially off of their workers, even if 
it means hiding behind a "health 
regulation" that does not exist 
according to the Wood County 
I lealth Department. 
L0REIN BOURNE 
STUDENT 
ON THE STREET 
If you had to design 
an adult happy meal, 
what would the toy 
be? 
EMILY VANDEVELDE 
SOPHOMORE, IPC 
"Cellphone" 
BECKY P0IER 
SOPHOMORE, 
EDUCATION 
"Flask." 
SARAH REYNOLDS 
SOPHOMORE, 
UNDECIDED 
"Keys to a Porsche." 
CARLY STICKELMAN 
SOPHOMORE, 
EDUCATION 
"Louis Vuitton 
hand-bag." 
Howard Dean could 
come apart quickly 
m ZACH HERMAN Opinion Columnist 
1 am jumping off of the 
Howard Dean bandwagon. 
The Students for Dean group 
on campus may be chagrined 
(assuming they know or care 
about this column), but the for- 
mer governor of Vermont has 
forced my hand. I le is the front- 
runner and continues to build 
momentum, and abandoning 
him does not seem prudent 
right now. Still, I cannot shake 
the feeling that eventually he 
will implode, that one of his 
wild proclamations or logical 
inconsistencies will linger and 
his candidacy will crumble as 
quickly as it was constructed. 
for a while, Dean seemed like 
the model candidate for a re- 
energized Democratic party. I le 
was blunt, witty and energetic. 
He opposed the war in Iraq, and 
railed against the idiocy of the 
Bush tax cuts. I le risked re-elec- 
tion in 2000 to sign a bill legaliz- 
ing same-sex civil unions. He 
flexed unparalleled fundraising 
muscle. What was not to like? 
I was impressed, and in my 
nai'vere, I took a major step: I 
affixed a pro-Dean Doonesbury 
to my bedroom door in my very 
conservative home. In hind- 
sight, that was a waste of poster 
putty. 
As the interminable cam- 
paign season has built to its cur- 
rent state of utter chaos, Dean 
has continually made blunders 
that would have sunk a lesser 
candidate. He has shown a 
unique skill for flip-flopping 
misstating and oversimplifying 
as well as a disturbing tendency 
to verbalize the first thought 
that comes to mind. Does that 
sound familiar? If you have even 
casually followed the Bush pres- 
idency, it probably does. 
Exemplifying his turnabout 
nature, Dean has recently 
backed off his plan to repeal 
both rounds of Bush tax cuts. 
His new proposal is to re-instate 
Clinton-era tax levels for top 
earners while retaining the 
meager middle-class breaks 
included in President Bush's 
handout to the rich. This strate- 
gy is more politically viable and 
arguably wiser than a complete 
repeal, but it also brings Dean 
much closer to the Democratic 
pack he has assailed for a simi- 
lar stance. 
While candidates always 
make policy adjustments 
between the primaries and gen- 
eral election, Dean's reversal on 
a prominent issue four months 
before the Iowa caucuses sug- 
gests an unnerving inconsisten- 
cy 1 le has displayed similar 
impermanence of ideals on 
issues of trade and America's 
role in the reconstruction of 
Iraq. 
In addition, Dean has made a 
number of hyperbolic, unsub- 
stantiated and outright stupid 
statements in recent weeks. At 
the Democratic primary debate, 
he made several comments that 
later turned out to be significant 
gaffes. 
In a fit of self-aggrandize- 
ment, Dean called himself "the 
only white politician to talk 
about race to white audiences." 
I thought little of the remark at 
the time, but in retrospect, the 
statement poses two problems. 
Most obviously, it represents the 
kind of factually shaky personal 
declaration that can haunt a 
candidate (just ask Al Gore.) 
Secondly, it ignores the fact that 
Dean speaks to white audiences 
about race only because he can- 
not get minorities to attend his 
rallies. Surprisingly, his trans- 
parent name-check ofWyclef 
jean late in the debate has 
apparendy failed to inspire the 
black community. 
Dean does have some inter- 
esting positions and valid criti- 
cisms of the current 
Administration. His plan to 
ensure parity in insurance cov- 
erage for mental and physical 
illnesses is a strong one, and his 
commitment to fiscal responsi- 
bility is refreshing in light of 
Bush's borrow-and-spend 
largess. However, his reckless- 
ness is just too worrisome. He 
has shown that he can and will 
say anything at any time, and 
his every public pronounce- 
ment carries that "what's going 
to happen next?" feeling 
There is a lingering fear each 
time he speaks that his next 
blunder or reversal could hand 
the nomination to someone 
else. Simply put, he is com- 
bustible. And after four years of 
Bush, the last thing America 
needs is another president that 
will keep us on the edge of our 
seats. 
Send your opinions to: 
thenews@bgnews.com 
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POPE SKIPS AUDIENCE DUE TO ILLNESS 
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul II skipped his 
weekly public audience yesterday because of what the 
Vatican called mild "intestinal problems," but the frail 
pontiff briefly addressed the pilgrims in a television 
hookup from his vacation residence. "I am sorry for not 
being with you," lohn Paul said.  
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Hillary Clinton's book altered 
ByAudraHug 
tH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BEIJING — The Chinese-lan- 
guage version of Sen. Hillary 
Rodham Clinton's autobiography 
has been censored for mainland 
readers, an aclion that "aimized 
and outraged" the former first 
lady. Her American publisher 
demanded yesterday that the 
edition be recalled. 
Clinton's memoir, "living 
History." one of China's hottest- 
selling books, runs 4(>b' pages in 
Chinese and contains at least 10 
segments where politically sensi- 
tive topics were changed or delet- 
ed. They include material on 
Hairy Wu, a Chinese-American 
human rights activist, and the 
1989 Tiananmen Square pro- 
democracy protests. 
Such retooling is a common 
practice by Beijing's authoritarian 
communist government, which 
tightly controls all media and the 
Internet despite promises of 
growing openness in an increas- 
ingly free-market economy. 
"We have made technical 
changes to the content in some 
parts of the Ixxik in order to win 
more Chinese leaders." said I in 
Feng, deputy editor-in-chief of 
Yilin Publishing I louse, the pub- 
lisher of the Chinese version. 
"But," Liu insisted, "the 
changes do not hurt the integrity 
of the book." 
Since the memoir was released 
in China on Aug. 3, more than 
200,0(10 copies have been printed 
in at least four editions. 
"Unbelievable! I was amu/cd 
and outraged that they would 
censor me again," the New York 
senator told The ASM x iatwl Press 
outside an unrelated Senate 
hearing in Washington on yester- 
day morning. 
Clinton said the publisher is 
putting up an English and 
Mandarin Web site so people in 
China can access censored por- 
tions. 
Asked why she thought the 
censorship occurred, Clinton 
replied: "Why does any govern- 
ment keep information? They 
want to control the opinions and 
minds of their citizens." She 
called such an attempt "increas- 
ingly futile" in the Internet era. 
Simon & Schuster, the mem- 
oir's U.S. publisher, has informed 
Yilin thai its actions are a "breach 
of contract." 
"Yilin Press reprcsented their 
edition to be a complete and 
accurate translation of the 
English text. In fact, numerous 
changes and deletions were 
made to portions of the text deal- 
ing with Senator Clinton's views 
about China and her travels 
there," Simon & Schuster said in a 
statement yesterday. 
It said it had demanded 
"immediate recall of the inaccu- 
rate version and the republica- 
tion of the Ixxik with a faithful 
and accurate translation." 
Simon & Schuster's Web site 
posted a page flagging the 
changes in red and providing 
English and Chinese versions of 
what was missing or altered. 
"We were shocked to learn of 
this problem and wanted to pro- 
vide a quick and accurate way for 
Chinese readers to read the miss- 
ing passages while we son out the 
legal issues with Yilin," said 
Carolyn Reidy, president of 
Simon Si Schuster. 
One section in the Chinese ver- 
sion says Wu had been detained 
and was awaiting sentencing for 
spying. The original version says 
Wu is a "human rights activist 
who had spent 19 years as a polit- 
ical prisoner in Chinese labor 
camps," according to the Web 
site. 
Simon & Schuster released the 
book in the United States on June 
9. First-day sales topped 200,000 
as people rushed to buy the 
memoir, in which Clinton 
recounts, among other things, 
her pain and shock at her hus- 
band's affair with White House 
intern Monica Lewinsky. 
Liu said Yilin had received an 
English copy of the book on June 
2 and rushed to put out a transla- 
tion to beat counterfeiters and 
stem the near-inevitable slew of 
illegal copies. 
"It is our fault that we did not 
contact Simon & Schuster and 
inli it in them about the changes 
in time," I in said. 
"In order to fight piracy and 
protect the rights of both Simon 
& Schuster and ourselves, we had 
to speed up our effort to publish 
the book," he said. "The only 
tiling in our mind at that time 
was to get the book published as 
soon as possible." 
Yesterday afternoon, at the 
Xinhua Bookstore in Beijing's 
Xidan shopping district, cus- 
tomers said they were unaware of 
any changes made in translation. 
They seemed enthusiastic about 
the memoir by the wife of a pres- 
ident many Chinese admire. 
"Hillary is a very strong person, 
and the Sino-U.S. relationship is 
very important," said Zhang 
linghua, a 20-year-old hotel 
worker from central China leaf- 
ing through the book. 
Associate/! I'ress reporter Devlin 
Barrett in Washington con- 
tributed to this re\mri. 
NgKanGuan APPtioto 
CENSORED: A replenished stack of the Chinese version of Hillary Clinton's memoir. "A Living History." 
sits at a bookstore in BeijingAd. For weeks, the translation of Clinton's autobiography has been one ot 
China's hottest books even though some portions of the senator's original text has been censored. 
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Thte product (« Intended to prevent pregnancy   It doe* not protect against 
tranemiMton of HIV (AIDS) and other »e«ueliy tran»mitted diseatee euch as 
chlamydla. genitel herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis 
Whet H I want to become pregnant after using OEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive 
fecauieD(POPRC^RArvaicrig-actngbirWconlrc4methc-l  ' ""/OurUit 
*»ect<on for ib effect to wear off Bated on ihe resJt* from a large audy done n the L ■ i 
tor women who stop usmg 0(PO-P«OVfRA n order to become pregnant it a e*petted that 
about Ml' of thote who become pregnant wil do so o about lO mcim* aler the* .nt >aeaion. 
about tr.:■ ■• '--come pregnant w* do w m about '} month* about 8)% of 
«viu- *»   ■- •become 
'(,-..".%      • ii     - '". ilf "•      n  "'   '     '*<■ ■<- /"      ■•.'-,../ 
" v, ■  .-^ant avr you Slop usngn 
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection? 
'■'r<ntruol fieeding 
lie ude eflect   ■epo-ied mcnl   '■■    - ' 
"in change •>  the* <*»**.u year o* uvng 
CTPO-rWMfu*. you  rn^il  have  one   or  w raAir  or 
unpredictable Meedng or spotting an mcreave or dec 'eaie n men*W j* bteeotne o' no bWedng 
at a" UnmueKy heavy or ccmtmuOu* uteeoVig, however, is not a uiuaf etect o< DfPO-PBOVERA 
and if tht happen* you ihoiAI tee /Ou- heaWi can: p<o-»Oe> ngh< if,,, With ccntitxed u*e of 
WPO-PROVf RA. bteedavr^Auity decreatev and many women *top hawig penod* compe-eN 
In cfcmcal ttudm of WTO-PROVFRA. Vt% of the women itudwd njported no memtrual 
Need^famenonheaj after I yearofu*e.ard6«ofthevrc«>r^stu<*edrr*ortcdn^ 
Weedng after ? year* of u*e the reavon that your penod* stop 4 became DCOPRCMRA 
cau*e* a "ftwig itate n your ovate* When yorf ovane* do not release an egg monthf,. the 
regular monthly growth of >*e l*wig of yOix utenj* doe* not occur and. ihereto'e. the WeerJng 
that come* wth /ou normal memtruabon doe* not take pUce When you *top uung 
DtPOPROVTRA rOir nvfmtrual penod w* u*ua*y m time, return to it* normal Cycle 
; Done Mmrrol ChMfn 
U*e of DfROMtCMRA may be a**Ocnted *>th a dec rwe m the amount of nvneral stored in 
rour bone* Ihn could mcmaie your nik of developing bone fracti#e* Ihe nte of bone mmerai 
lo** .* greatest n the eerty year* of Df PO-PROVFRA ute, but after that it begm* to n?*emble ihe 
normal rate of age-related bone mmer* to** 
SCni*f 
■.' rta ■' Noman •/ -.-.K* I»I duara ■ fam iol: " '' i»,•■ •■ ■■U.J -•*: *.-•'— mho m I 
Df PO-PROvTRA tor contraception had no mcrea*ed overall mk of developing cancer of the 
breatf,ova^uieruvcerviic.orkver However:*omenlx>der JS year* of age whose lrile»po*uie 
to [Jl ("OPWCWIRA wa* «tt«« the prewou* 4 to 5 year* may have a sight!, increased n* o* 
devetopng breast cancer vmaar to that seen «4h oral contraceptne* You ihouJddiv, 
your health-care provde' 
l    ..;-.-- • nasHiii v 
Because Df PO PROrlRA i* such an e*ectM contracepb* rrethod the nvk of acddenW 
pregrviney tor women who get the* shots regularV (every J months [U weetalj n very to* 
whie thene hj* been reports of an ncraasednst- o* tow beth wa^ and neonaw rfitart death 
or other health probtonvt r nlmu conceded close to the tme o* njection. *uch pregtruncie* are 
uncommon. * yM flw* you may have become pregnant **.« u*rig DfPO PROVERA for 
contraception, see your heaWs-care prowler as soon a* possde 
5 Alergv: Reocoon* 
Some women usmg DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive infection r^r reported severe and 
potenua»y I*-threaten** atergic reaction* known as anaphylan* and aruphytictc-d reactor* 
Symptoms include (he *udO*n onset of fwe* or swelkng and .tchng of use star, breatwig 
dHcuRievand a crop *| btood pressure 
* <Ots or 
■ 
i the utenn (e<tot" 
.    . . 
What   symptoms   may   elgnal   problems    whae   using   OEPO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive Infection? 
"■.•■* problemi «cur to*Owng i 
af Df "O PROVERA 
-1 pan. coufhetg up of btood. c* sudden ■• Katmga possible ctot 
mthetong) 
• --jSoien *eveir headache c vormi#sg ckr/mc** o> '*nimj problemv with your r^evght o* 
.■•"c*leg(indcair^apo*vbie -v 
■ ■ w, >agrw bteeoc-g 
*er abdomrvD uVi 
• i «n. puv or btoedne at the mection *rte 
w.. ,t an »m pet - tu IMI oitooli M DE P0 MMNI HA OniHiiHipMin Mimwl 
'■■ 
''OVIHA   About two BWrJk of 
■   )* (O'flO'rl JtA - vi/*^gari of about S pounds 
■■enaione 
. ■ -led *i a^rage total of 8 I potnds over 
.'.   *«n who ioni»*jed for * ,eais ftaned »i 
a^rage total of 13 6 potsids Over those * years, or approivnatef, i S pounds per /ear Women 
who ccuued tor 6  rear* gar«<d an  ave-age tcta1  o<  I6S pos/vd* over those 6 yearv or 
■ 
'   -«w 3.900 women who used Of IO l*OVERA fcy up to ' year*, some 
it may or may not ha* l>t*ri related to the* use of 
DCPO-'ftOVfRA   irregular mp^trual b*eednp amenonhe* headache ner^>usness abdcmnil 
camps. -:.. 
■  -.Aetaig of Ihe hand 
...... 
*«*he*. and (omt p.n I   - by .e«y to* of the women « the cl*Kal 
tnaX but some o* these couM be senc-n. Inese "Xiude convulsion*. »mnd<e. urnjry traa 
msections, a'r-gx factions fwtnf, (M>a,yvs osteoporosiv Uc* of reti#n to fert*t)i. deep **•* 
-i,. --      , .-    ,.,.■■ ii >' e>      . .   I      -   ■ RSSM I .■,   t>.. prabton. 
'   ■ ■      , r     -' . 
Should   any   precautions   be   followed   during   uee   ot   DEPO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive Infection? 
Duong the t*ne (—.are «sn,> LXPO-PROVERA lor tontracepton. you may skip a penod or your 
periods may stop completely if you have been teceivrg you- DEfOflsOVTRA mecionj 
regutarl* every !m.. . u are piotiaU, r«t pregnant  However, if you DV* 
• si "«du*d for any laboratory tests, t*J your heaVi care provdn that you are using 
DtPO HtOVERA for ccntraception Certain btood tests a<e anected by hormones such as 
DEPO PROVERA 
3 Drug ir^eiocbons 
CytaoVen   (ans^scgkjiethrnidel   is   tt<   anticancer   drug  that  may   te/dlcantly   decrease   the 
.' DfPOMtOvi RA if the two drug* an- »ven dumsg the same tme 
4 Nuwu ntothm 
Alpsou* tJfPO-PROVlRA can be passed to me nurung mbnt m the breast m»fc no harmful 
effects have been found m these children DEPO-PROVIHA doe* not prevent the brants from 
pmducma m*. so it can be used by nur*eig mother* Itowever. to miisnsve the amount of 
DfPOPROVfRA that ispasselto the" -.■ ■ .-JU should wait u"t« 
How Often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Infection? 
rh* 
•■ tiM\ I ■it Put the ayect*" be given Ot«.V^during Ihef»st 
5 days o* a normal menslrual penod Hused foUovong tie Oevrer, of a cNdthe *rsl rjecto" o' 
DEPO-PROVERA MUfT be give-i wrthm S days alter chilct>rtha,c«arenwbn»a«-fce<kngor 
b weeks aftc childb-th if rou irt e*(ij*t»ery Unit toeOVsn K ruJ *an longer than 3 month* (13 wee**) between «i(ecbonv or longer than 6 week* aftrr dehvery, your health-can? provde, 
shoJd determr* that you are not pregnant before givsng you ycurriecbcno'DEPOI'ROVERA 
".   .■ ., 
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www.meccab|!.com 
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for nexl year. 
Cross 
country 
looks to 
break 
through 
By Elliott Schreiner 
SPORTS   REPORTER 
The cross country team's sea- 
son is finally starting to take 
form. With four meets under 
their belt and the upcoming 
Central Collegiates meet on its 
way tomorrow, the team is striv- 
ing to reach for their fullest 
potential. 
The women's team, though 
successful thus far. still hasn't 
reached its main goal, which is a 
victory. 
"We have finished second the 
past two weeks and we want a 
team title Friday," coach Cami 
Wells said. 
The women have months of 
preparation to ihank for their 
success this season and are pre- 
pared to accomplish their goal of 
winning this weekend. 
"The women's team has been 
racing well all season," Wells said. 
"They prepared themselves well 
this summer and they have 
worked extremely hard the past 
five weeks to get to the point they 
are at right now." 
But the team may be hurting 
this weekend despite their 
preparations as veteran Niki 
Suitor is not likely to race due to a 
hamstring injury from last week- 
end's meet. If Suitor is unable to 
perform, second-year runner 
Leslie Carder) will take her place. 
The men, on the other hand, 
will be at full strength this week- 
end as the injury bug has not 
affected them yet this week. 
"The men had a much better 
race Saturday than the Mel Brodt 
meet," Wells said. "They are 
working together as a team now 
and they are focused on making 
improvements every week." 
And with a rough schedule 
ahead that will eventually 
include the Mid-American 
Conference championships, 
improvement will be necessary 
to compete with the upper tier 
teams of the MAC. 
"They know there is a lot of 
work ahead of them to get to the 
higher ranks of the conference," 
Wells said. "The conference is 
loaded with talent and currendy 
has two teams ranked in the top 
ten in the nation." 
But to get to the higher ranks, 
the team now must be prepared 
to move on without talented vet- 
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Metis golf pleased with play 
By Brandon Drake 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Trie men's golf team played 
their second tournament last 
weekend at the Northern 
Intercollegiate, hosted by the 
University of Michigan. The 
Falcons went into the tourna- 
ment with high hopes of finish- 
ing in the top five. They finished 
with a 54-hole team score of 890, 
four shots away from a burth 
place finish. 
This weekend provided the 
Falcons a chance to become 
belter acquainted with their 
Mid-American Conference 
opponents,   live  other   MAC 
schools also participated - 
Akron, Ball State, Eastern 
Michigan, Marshall, and 
Northern Illinois - all competed 
in the Northern Intercollegiate. 
The Falcons finished ahead of 
four of the competing MAC 
teams, and also ahead of three 
Big Ten teams that competed in 
the tournament 
The tournament provided a 
good opportunity for the men's 
goll learn to see how they match 
up early against their conference 
rivals. Coach Carry Winger was 
pleased by the |)erfontiance of 
his team. 
"I was very pleased with how 
our team finished in the tourna- 
ment," Winger said. "It always 
seemed though like we were just 
one score away each round from 
having a higher finish at the con- 
clusion of the tournament." 
I lie Falcons were led in the 
tournament by senior Adam 
Balls, who finished tied for sev- 
enth place overall. In three 
rounds, he shot 214 174-67-731. 
including a second round i ,mvi 
low score of 67. 
Other Falcons placing for 
Coach Winger were Tommy 
I opez, who finished tied for 33rd 
with an overall score of 224. 
Chris I cake (T-47th, 2261, Craig 
Pickerel (T-65th 229), and Heath 
Ziglar (84th, 2361 also performed 
wry well against a highly com- 
petitive field. 
Xavier captured the team 
championship with a team score 
of 853. and took the trophy 
home on the shoulders of tiieir 
three best performers, lason 
Kokrak shot an ace on the 14th 
hole on Sunday, joining team- 
mates Miles Malliet and Matt 
Makinson, who both scored 
hole-in-ones in practice rounds 
on Friday. Indiana's leff Overtoil 
captured the individual title with 
a three-round score of 207. 
Winger is confident though 
that as the season progresses, 
that the Falcons can gain more 
competitive experience and that 
they will continue to perform 
better as a team. 
"We have a lot of talent, but 
some of the guys, their game was 
not as good as it could have 
been," Winger said. 
The team looks to continue to 
improve as the men's golf team 
will he playing in the inaugural 
I lousier Invitational, hosted by 
Indiana University. The event 
will lake place this weekend . at 
the III Coif Course. 
Trundle makes big 
impact for Falcons 
n Swanger BG heas 
PRACTICE: Two women's soccer players attempt to make a play 
on a a ball in practice. 
By Kevin Shields 
jPORts REPORTER 
ITiere are numerous athletes 
on the campus of BGSU, hut not 
all get noticed or are heard about 
Women's soccer player Julio 
Trundle is one of those athletes 
not many know about but has 
been a big part of the women's 
soccer team the past two seasons. 
Trundle is in her second year at 
Bowling Green and has already 
made a big impact for her team. 
She currently has two assists on 
the year and has moved into fifth 
on the all lime assists chart after 
having a learn high eight assists 
in her fiisi year to give her ten. 
She is from Medina, Ohio and 
went to Medina High School 
where she lettered in soccer, as 
well as basketball all loin years. 
There were many accomplish- 
ments for her in her high school 
clays, such as being named team 
MVP twice and all-Ohio twice. 
She was named to the All-Pioneer 
Conference team all four years 
and captained her team during 
her senior year. 
In basketball, she was named 
All-league three times and was 
also the team captain her senior 
year. 
Trundle choose to come to 
Bowling (ireen after milking her 
official campus visit and liking 
what she learned. 
"1 wanted to stay close to home 
and when I came on my official 
visit I really liked the team, as well 
as Coach Richards," said Trundle 
He and Ashlee Orr (assistant 
coach] where the two big reasons 
why 1 chose to come here to play 
soccer.'1 
In her Falcon career, Trundle 
has scored five goals and had the 
biggest goal of last season in dou- 
ble overtime against Buffalo in 
the MAC tournament to send BG 
to the tournament final. 
She finished second in points 
last year wilh 18 along with set- 
ting team marks for most match- 
es started with 22. consecutive 
matches with points with seven, 
and consecutive matches with an 
assist with five. In the games she 
has played this year aside from 
being injured, she has had a big 
impact and created numerous 
scoring opportunities. 
I ler efforts last year earned her 
third team All-Ohio and MVP of 
the midfield by the team. She 
and the Falcons made it to the 
MAC tournament final and had 
home field advantage for the first 
time. 
After soccer, she plans on going 
into physical therapy, which is 
her major and where she has 
some big dreams. 
'After college I hope to go to 
graduate school for physical ther- 
apy, then hopefully III get mar- 
ried someday and I can move 
somewhere warm," Trundle said. 
Her team's next home game is 
Sunday against Toledo at 1 p.m. 
Holcomb hobbling, hopes to play  Tennis ready to 
By Tom Withers 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CLEVELAND - Kelly 
I lolcomb walked stiff-legged, 
almost like a shackled prisoner in 
leg irons. 
Wearing protective braces on 
ankles encased with yards of ath- 
letic tape, Cleveland's starting 
quarterback appeared to be 
wearing ski boots, not cleats. 
Escorted by two Browns train- 
ers, Holcomb was the final player 
to emerge from the locker room 
for practice yesterday. He began 
jogging but stopped after a few 
strides. 
On a broken right leg and badly 
sprained left ankle, Holcomb 
hobbled like an old man. 
Otherwise, he looked just fine. 
Holcomb, who refused to give 
into the pain and rallied the 
Browns to a 13-12 victory Sunday 
at San Francisco while playing 
with a hairline fracture in his right 
fibula, hopes he can start this 
week against winless Cincinnati. 
"It feels a lot better than 1 
thought it would," Holcomb said 
before practice. "But I've still got a 
lot ot healing to do." 
Holcomb, though, doesn't 
want any time off. 
"I'm a firm believer that if you 
start something, you finish it," 
said I lolcomb, who completed 12 
of 14 passes on Cleveland's game- 
winning 91-yard drive. "If I get 
out there, I'm going to do my 
darndest." 
Browns coach Butch Davis 
lb 
HURTING HOLCOMB: Browns quarterback Kelly Holcomb gels off a 
49ers. Holcomb has a broken right leg, but still may play against the 
doesn't know if Holcomb will 
play. 
"Let's wait and see." he said. 
ITiere may be another reason 
why Holcomb doesn't want to 
give up his starting job. The for- 
mer backup has waited his entire 
career for the chance to be a No. I 
quarterback and he's not about to 
hand it back to Tim Couch unless 
he has to. 
Holcomb knows die Bengals 
won't take it easy on him just 
because he's hurt. 
"It's not the pain," he said when 
asked of his biggest worry. This is 
a (iillision sport. It's like chum- 
ming the water. When sharks get 
around it, they're going to go after 
it. You're going to take some licks. 
You just want it to hold up. If it 
does get hit, you want it to be 
healed enough that it can take 
some punishment." 
Paul SakunuAP Photo 
pass in Sunday's win over the 
Bengals this week. 
The Browns didn't ask 
Holcomb to do any running in 
Wednesday's practice. During the 
first 20 minutes when reporters 
are permitted to watch, I lolcomb 
stood to the side and played 
catch. 
Davis said Couch, Cleveland's 
four-year starter who was beaten 
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open new season 
By Brian Thomas 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Poised and ready to compete, 
the women's tennis team is 
eagerly awaiting Saturday as 
they hosl the Bowling Green 
State University Invitational at 
Keefe (xwrts. 
The match is scheduled to 
begin at 9 a.m. and the Falcons 
look forward to ending prob- 
lem-plagued practices and start 
what Itxiks to be a promising 
season. 
"Rain has hurt us. We've 
already missed five practices in 
two weeks, so that has given us 
a slow starting," Coach Penny 
Dean said. "But we haven't 
missed any lifting or condition- 
ing so endurance should be a 
big help Uiis season... The team 
is psyched about opening up 
on our own courts." 
Expecting a competitive 
match. IVati said she also real- 
izes the importance of estab- 
lishing an identity for a team 
who holds high expectations. 
"We're still figuring out what 
our best matchups should be 
in doubles, but we're returning 
our number one doubles team 
from last year so that will be 
there for us," Dean said. "The 
beginning of the season is an 
opportunity to get back in the 
groove of playing, and it also 
allows for us to be creative and 
try  some different  doubles 
combinations.... Though this is 
our first competition, we could 
win every (light if we really 
focus and concentrate the way 
we know we can." 
Finishing fifth last year in the 
MAC with an overall 10-11 
record was a step in the right 
direction for the Falcons, who 
two years ago were well below 
the .500 mark. 
lisa Maloney, who has 
earned three letters, has already 
proven herself as one of the 
team's finest. 
"We're improving. I think we 
will do pretty well this year. We 
did a good job recruiting, and 
we'll be really motivated. We 
can probably finish better than 
last year, maybe even third or 
fourth or possibly even higher 
in the MAC. I'm going out there 
to prove myself to everyone and 
to myself," Maloney said. 
As this year's schedule offers 
several challenging matches, 
the Falcons will have to fly high 
to avoid failing to the league's 
top teams, as well as rwo-time 
defending MAC champion 
Marshall. 
"Xavier will be strong this 
year, they have a lot of returning 
players. Northern Illinois has 
beat us the last two years and 
both of those matches finished 
very close, so that's also one we 
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Cross 
country 
travels 
to Mich. 
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eran Mario Kolhmunil. who was 
not granted medical hardship 
from ihc N(A\. Though he will 
no) IH' helping (he loam on the 
race tracks, lie will he helping 
them prepare for their meets as 
an assistant coach. 
And while it may seem like this 
could hinder the men's season, 
Wells sees this decision as a load 
oil the team's mind. 
"It is nice to finally have an end 
to the waiting." Wells said. "It 
wasn't in anyone's hest interest to 
have the decision lingering so 
long into the season." 
Both the men and the women 
are ready to continue on with 
theii seasons and will do so this 
weekend ill I hree Rivers, Mich. 
World cup attendance light 
By Andy Resn:k 
tHE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS —The 
Americans weren't playing in 
Coh imhns for another four days, 
hut that didn't dampen the 
enthusiasm of fans at Clew 
Stadium on yesterday for two 
Women's World Cup games. 
There just weren't that many 
of them. 
A sparse crowd was on hand at 
the start of the Germany-Japan 
game, which opened the dou- 
hleheader under sunny skies 
with temperatures i» the mid- 
70s. 
i .ii:.id.i played Argentina in 
the second game. 
I lie stands had licen nearly 
packed for Saturday's two open- 
ing games at the 22,555-seat sta- 
dium. 
Tsuoshi Yamamoto, who 
works for I'uji IV in lapan, was 
disappointed with the turnout. 
"It'sa little strange atmosphere 
compared to audiences of foot- 
hall in Europe and football in 
lapan." he said. 
Thousands of fans, mostly 
American girls and their families. 
arrived hours early in anticipa- 
tion ofWednesday's matches. 
Some played pickup soccer in 
the grass parking lots and tailgat- 
ed, while others who were tired 
from long flights sat on curbs 
and waited for the gates to open. 
Mike Chase, 40, and Yumiko 
.Abo, 41, had been in Columbus 
since 4 p.m. Tuesday following a 
14-hour flight from Tokyo. 
The jet lag hadn't quite sub- 
sided, said Chase, who wore the 
purple No. 10 jersey of lapanese 
star I lomare Sawa. 
"But the excitement with the 
game about to start is taking that 
away," he said. "We've been look- 
ing forward to this game a really 
long time." 
With most of the fans lieing 
Americans, Chase expected a 
subdued crowd for the double- 
header. The United States team 
makes its lone World Cup 
appearance in Columbus on 
Sunday against North Korea. 
"American fans you're seeing 
today are coming to see good 
soccer," Chase said. "I don't think 
you're going to see people root- 
ing either way" 
Niki Stasik, Kayla Nola and 
Megan Simone, all members of 
the Field High School girls soccer 
team from the Akron suburb of 
Mogadore, flashed wide smiles 
as they posed for pictures in 
front of the stadium before the 
games. 
"It's really exciting," Nola said. 
"I never thought it'd come back 
Ito the United States) after 1999. 
It's so awesome." 
The teammates, all of whom 
wore Mia I lamm jerseys — one 
red. one white, one blue—said it 
was important for young soccer 
players to see the game played 
on an elite level. 
"We hope to learn from them," 
said Stasik. a Hi-year-old junior. 
The girls attended the double- 
header with the blessing of their 
leathers, who granted each of 
them permission to miss school 
so they could come to 
Columbus, said Sharon Nola, 
Kayla's mother. 
"There were a couple of teach- 
ers who were real excited for 
them," Sharon Nola said. 
The girls couldn't attended 
Saturday's   opening   matches 
•my SancetU AP Photo 
VOCAL SUPPORT: Canadian fans cheer for their team during the 
first half of the women's world cup against Germany on Saturday. 
because they had to play a game 
of their own — a 2-0 deleal 
against Massillon Perry. 
Knowing they had tickets for 
Sundav to watch I lamm and the 
Americans took the sling out of 
their defeat. 
"It's so exciting," Stasik said. 
Tracy hopes to win title 
By Tim Reynolds 
ASS0C Alt: PRESS im'ER 
MIAMI — hull Hacj S name is 
sprinkled through the CART 
record book, proof that his years 
With the series haven't lacked 
accomplishments. 
I le's among the series leaders 
in H ins. siarls, laps led and earn- 
ings. Where Tracy's name hasn't 
appeared, though, is on the 
innsi Important list: CARI 
champions. 
This year, his 13th in the 
series. Tracy is in position lo 
finally till that one hole on his 
resume. He leads the points 
standings with only four races 
remaining, including Sunday^ 
Grand Prix of the Americas in 
Miami. 
"lor me. at llns point, the 
most important thing is winning 
the championship,' Tracy said. 
"Thai's my main focus, wrap- 
ping ibis thing up." 
I le's never been closer, despite 
his 25 career wins and S9.8 mil- 
lion In earnings. Tracy has led 
more laps this season (594) than 
any two other drivers combined, 
and his six wins aren't only a 
career-high, they match his vic- 
tory total from the previous five 
seasons. 
"Paul deserves to be a cham- 
pion.' said limmv Vasser, who 
won the CART series In I99fi 
and. along with Tracy, is one of 
the two longest-tenured veter- 
ans on the circuit. "He's been a 
greal driver on the series for a 
long time, won a lot of races. I 
don't need to give you his 
resume. He's an exciting driver, 
greal guy to have in the series." 
Tracy opened the year with 
three straight victories, the first 
driver to do so since Al Unser In 
1971, He's since added wins at 
Toronto, Vancouver and Mid- 
Ohio but only carries an Id- 
point lead over second-place 
Bruno liiiiuucira into this week- 
end. 
Tracy's problem this season, 
as it has been throughout his 
career, is consistency. Despite 
his dominating win total, his 
position is still vulnerable alop 
the standings because of four 
races where he failed lo score 
more than a point 
"There's pressure building, 
hut you've got to not lei it get to 
you," Tracy said. "Hopefully, we 
can just maintain this gap we 
have right now and get it up to 23 
points before we go to a 500- 
mile race to end the season." 
Drivers can capture up lo 23 
points in any race; the 500-mile 
series finale is Nov. 2 in Fontana, 
Calif., at a track where Tracy has 
never finished higher than 14th 
in six appearances. Clearly, he 
doesn't want to leave anything to 
chance heading into that final 
weekend. 
"The only thing I can control 
is what I'm doing in the car and 
what I'm doing with my leam 
and sponsors, and that's trying 
to win races," Tracy said. 
His breakthrough year with 
CART was 1993, when he won 
five limes (tying that year's 
champion, Nigel Mansell, for the 
series leadl and placed third in 
the points race. Another third- 
place finished followed in 1994, 
and Tracy was assumed to be 
CART's next can't-miss star. 
But he's managed only one 
third-place season finish since, 
and has failed to finish among 
the lop 10 in each ol the JKISI two 
seasons. 
Tennis to open 
on Saturday 
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 7 
well, they have a strong pro- 
gram and face a tough schedule 
every year. We would also like to 
hurdle past teams like Western 
Michigan this season. We have 
never beaten Michigan so that 
would definitely be a big. big vic- 
tory," Dean said. 
Despite ending last season by 
winning four out of their last five 
matches, the team realizes the 
difficulty of continuing such an 
aggressive pace. 
"last year's strong finish isn't 
exactly a huge carryover overall. 
but it should help our confidence 
going into the start of the sea- 
son," Dean said. "One of our big 
goals is to jusi get used to playing 
matches again, and getting in the 
flow of things and on track of 
competing again." 
If weather is an issue, the 
match will be relocated indoors 
at the Shadow Valley courts in 
Mauniee. 
McDonald's was the first 
fast food franchise to 
locate on Wooster Street 
I 
s-r\A*Nrr steals \ 
"All Day, Everyday" 
Mon: T1am-1:30am 
Tues: 11 am-1:30am 
Wed: 11 am-1:30am 
Th-Sat: 11am-3:00am 
Sun:      11 am-1:30am 
  (papa) 
iHi S£ 2S ^   cash, checks 
Diudyrn 1 Lar9e'1 ltem 
Creative ways to 
pay for college: 
1. Recycle 1.5 million lbs, 
of aluminum. 
2. Find 2,300,000 pennies 
laying around the house. 
3. Work as a part-time 
package handler at UPS, 
Get up to $23,000* in 
College Education Assistance 
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS 
S8.50/HR. WITH INCREASES OF $0.50 
AFTER 90 DAYS & S0.50 AT ONE YEAR 
NO WEEKENDS 
ON-SITE CLASSES 
WEEKLY PAYCHECK 
(419)891-6820 
1550 HOLLAND RD 
MAUMEE OH, 43537 
4£ 
Available Shifts 
Day 11:30a.m.-3:30pm 
Twilight 5:00p.m.-9:00p.m. 
Midnight 10:45p.m.-2:45p.m. 
Pre-load 4:30a.m.-9:00a.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Sept 25th 9am- 2pm Career Center 
Sept 30th 9am- 2pm Career Center 
300 Saddlemire 
WWW.UPSJOBS.COM 
det1sje@ups.com or 
jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Equal opportunity Employee 
"UPs Earn A laatn Program Guidelines Apply 
-49b. 
APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
EFFICIENCIES 
1 Bedrooms 
2 Bedrooms 
Furnished 
and 
Unfurnished 
Units 
with 
Several 
Locations 
Available 
JOHN NRWI.OVK RKA1. ESTATE, INC 
.119 E. Wooster Street. Howling <Ireen, OH 
I ,i„ .il,(l Across From Tuco Hell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260. 
Hour* - Monday to Friduv 8:30 to 5:30. 
Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00. 
www.Johnnewlovereule.slute.com 
September Specials! 
234 S. College #UP: One bedroom unfurnished 
upper apartment. Very clean and roomy. Large changing/ 
study room is a plus. Kitchen is spacious and storage in 
basement. Off-street parking. Resident pays all utilities. 
$375.00 per month. 
234 1/2 S. College St. #DN: Two bedroom 
unfurnished lower apartment. Separate front and back entrances. 
Off-street parking and large yard. Storage in basement. 
Resident pays all utilities. $375.00 per month. 
222 S. College: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. FREE GAS, 
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 1 1/2 blocks to campus. 
$600 per month plus electric. 
NEWLPVE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main 
(419) 352-5620 
www.newloverealty.com 
newlol adacor.net 
onA?.ams, Uf>7osN*% 
i Music 
Marat 
Noon-11»"7$5 cover after 5>™ 
(Near corner of Adams A 17™ Streets) 
Over a do/en local bands performing a 
continuous concert ALL DAYLONG! 
BIG fun! Beer Tent! 
September 27™, 2003      a» Bine Bui Hand 
Adams Street in Toledo Chill Ca U Box of 0*9 
 ^^  Palm Black WalniJ, Vytas 
**■"* iPlTi, l&tWWK BROOKS X /•"'««"-** Keyrtank Irffl^g   IQJ2A , „ ....* for mom mtormtion 
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Bengals remain upbeat 
By toe Kay 
THE ASSOCIAUO PRESS 
CINCINNATI — The record 
suggests they're still the same 
sad-sack team. The Cincinnati 
Bengals insist their 0-3 start isn't 
as bad as it appears. 
They're winless, but not so 
woeful. 
"It feels completely different," 
receiver Chad lohnson said yes- 
terday. "You can sense the differ- 
ence in that we're competing. 
We're in our games more. 
"There are things we need to 
clean up because we have a new 
coaching staff, but just because 
you have a new coach doesn't 
mean everything is going to be 
completely erased. You have to 
crawl before you can walk." 
First-year coach Marvin Lewis 
changed the locker room 
dynamic when he took over the 
NFLs worst team last lanuary. 
More demanding than his pre- 
decessors, lewis insisted on a 
better effort and a more profes- 
sional attitude. 
Players and fans were so infat- 
uated with the change that they 
counted on an immediate 
renaissance, even though lewis 
cautioned that there was a long 
way to go. 
Reality has set in. The Bengals 
are playing closer games, but 
still losing. Players are realizing 
the turnaround is going to take a 
little longer than thev anticipat- 
ed. 
"It's already gone longer than I 
thought, but I don't think our 
goals are out of reach," quarter- 
back Ion Kitna said. "Nobody 
thought we were going to be 
undefeated. Nobody thought we 
were going to be 0-3 at this 
point, either. The reality is we 
knew we were coming right out 
of the box playing three very 
good football teams." 
After a 30-10 drubbing by 
Denver in the opener, the 
Bengals lost in Oakland on a 
field goal in the closing seconds, 
then lost to Pittsburgh by a 
touchdown. 
They also started 0-3 last sea- 
son, but weren't close in any of 
the games. They were outscored 
84-16 in those first three, setting 
the tone for a 2-14 season that 
was the worst in franchise histo- 
ry- 
ITie Bengals usually get off to 
slow starts—they've opened 0-3 
seven times in the last 13 years, 
marking their reign as the NF1S 
worst team. They're 9-39 in 
August and September since 
1991, dooming their seasons 
and deadening their optimism. 
This time, hope is still there. 
"There's no 'woe-is-us,"' 
offensive tackle Willie Anderson 
said. "We're not thinking that 
way." 
ITicy might be getting close to 
that point. The franchise's legacy 
of losing still is front-and-center 
in everyone's mind. If they lose 
their next two games — at 
Cleveland and Buffalo — they'd 
go into their bye week at 0-5, 
looking awfully familiar despite 
all the upbeat talk. 
"It doesn't make anybody feel 
better in this locker room," Kitna 
said. "It doesn't make anybody 
feel better outside the locker 
room that's sitting in the seats or 
watching on TV Nobody feels 
better about that, because of 
what's gone on here for 12 or 13 
years. 
"But the reality is it is going to 
change, and it is changing." 
Kitna said Sunday's game in 
Cleveland is the closest thing to 
a must-win situation for the 
franchise. Lewis also is putting a 
lot of emphasis on this one. 
"It is a big opportunity for us, a 
huge opportunity for us," he 
said. "A sense of urgency is there, 
no question about that." 
Although Lewis cautioned 
against hopes of an overnight 
turnaround, fans were expecting 
more at this point. Asked if they 
realize that it's more than a one- 
week process, lewis said, "It 
really doesn't matter. 
"The only way we can change 
that is at the end of the year, see 
where we are, and they're going 
to 'yea' or 'nay' that." 
USOC reports failed tests 
Fabrice Cottiini AP Photo 
REPORTING IN: International Olympic Committee president 
Jaques Rogge opens the executive board meeting at IOC headquar- 
ters yesterday 
Visit BG News at 
www.BGNews.com 
Trinity United 
Methodist Church 
corner of N. Summit t; Court Street in Bowling Green 
RUMMAGE SALE 
Thursday:  sept.259-6 
Friday:       sept 26 9-4 
(hall price day) 
Saturday: sept27 9-noon 
($2 Bag day) 
cloths, crafts, bedding, 
kitchen ware, glassware, 
and even a kitchen sink! 
tonigbt@10pm g 
Hot Bodyj 
contest i 
WHIM Party mart 
licitM •■ I. ■•!■ la ill tin Plm 
352-9259 
Smirnoff Ice »„, $2.19 
Mikes Ham 
lemonades*    $6.99 
labaiiv,, $7.99 
K2E natural cni ygp^um $9.99 
Coors light \s» $9.99 
Miller Men* $11.99 
Keystone* +  $11.99 
Bull      cat* 
light $15.991 
Meg rats, lea. Snacks 
larttaa nwn in taaaaai 
BG s •■• i Party Store 
By Stephen Wilson 
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LAUSANNE, Switzerland- 
Twenty-four American athletes 
who won Olympic medals from 
1988 to 2000 previously tested 
positive for banned drugs, U.S. 
Olympic officials said yester- 
day. 
They insisted, however, that 
the cases were handled proper- 
ly without any cover-ups. 
The U.S. Olympic 
Committee was to report the 
cases to the IOC on Thursday as 
part of a review of its drug-test- 
ing program from 1985 to 2000. 
spokesman Darryl Seibel said. 
"The report will clearly indi- 
cate that there was no cover-up 
and these cases were adjudicat- 
ed with the applicable rules at 
the time," Seibel told The 
Associated Press. 
Seibel said the "vast majori- 
ty" of the 24 cases involved 
stimulants In the cphedrine 
class or similar substances. I le 
419-353-5751 
declined to identify the athletes 
or sports involved. 
Some of the positive tests 
occurred years before the ath- 
letes won Olympic medals, 
according to U.S. officials. The 
punishment at the time for 
positive ephedrine tests was a 
warning or three-month sus- 
pension. 
Confirmation of the 24 cases, 
first reported by the Los 
Angeles Times, came on the 
same day the IOC said it could- 
n't take action in the alleged 
doping case involving U.S. 
sprinter lerome Young. 
The International Olympic 
Committee and the World Ami - 
Doping Agency have been 
investigating accusations 
Young tested positive for nan- 
drolone in 1999 but was cleared 
on appeal by U.S. officials, lie 
went on to win a gold medal in 
Sydney as part of the 1,600- 
meter relay team. 
1225 N. Main St. 
www.ThayerBG.com 
ThayerlOHQTk 
Megan Marten, 
BGSU Vehicle Sales Representative 
(419) 373-1889, 
Cell (419) 575-0060 
It's Do or Dye 
fV*«VdH»<*M 
Bull Creek Paintball Park 
A Division ol R&B Games - An action packed adventure! 
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields 8 Speedball 
Private Group Outings S Parties • Paintball Gun Rental. Sales S Repairs 
Largest Pamtball Selection in the area 
Shop R&B for all your paintball needs! 
am
     "~    
—
     ?■    ™     ""     "COUPON ~     "~    ""'    —     ma    I 
I   !2.00P^ajyi^ntb.llrontal.package   ^m_ 
Bull Creek Pamtball Park - Portage 419-266-4799 • R4B Games - Bowling Green 419-353-2176 
MB Games -Ftodby 419-427-2176 • RAB Gan*s    Foslona 419-435-4225 
NOW OPEN Burl Creek Indoor Pamttell. 16021 Mwmill Rd . Rudolph. 419-266-4799 
www.rbgames com 
© EDUCATION MAJORS © 
■3penrJ a semester abroad in t.nqland 
Spr-inq3004! 
I. /pen to :   Irishman, oophomore or Junior education inajo 
IhFOPMAlK Ml MEFTIX-S: 
pidai|, September ^Gln 
lOarn 
421 Educal ion 
or 
ridaij, September 3Gfh 
3 pm 
431 Education 
?Anij  questions?    Contact Melodu, Drews  372-7293 
or email rndpewesHSmim I... 
"Kelly will do what's best for the team ... if 
he can't go out there and play the way he's 
capable of. then I'm sure he won't go." 
TIM COUCH, BKOVWS BACKUP 0B 
Couch ready if 
needed Sunday 
H01C0MB.FR0MPAGE7 
out by llolcoml) iliis summer, 
took the majority of snaps with 
the first-team offense. 
"Tim did well," DevissakL "He 
jumped right in." 
Davis wants to see how 
Holcomb responds to treatment 
in the next few days before deckl 
ing on a starter. It's passible he 
may not know until atler 
pregame wurmups Sunday. 
"I think it's important for him 
to go out and he able to move 
around, throw and plant and see 
if he has velocity on (he ball," 
Davis said. "He has to Ix1 able to 
execute. Kelly is no different than 
anyone else. They have to Ix' able 
to perform the duties on 
Sunday." 
There are already signs of 
change at quarterback. 
While Holcomb was the last 
player on the field before prac- 
tice, Couch was the last one off it 
afterward. As Davis spoke to the 
media about Holcotnbs status, 
Couch stayed late and worked on 
passing drills with miming back 
lamel White. 
following his gutty perfoi 
mance Sunday, Holcomb u.is 
asked to rate his pain on a scale of 
1 to 10. lie said it wasa 15. After 2 
1/2 days of treatment Holcomb 
said the pain had subsided. 
"It's down to about a 6," he said 
with a laugh. 
llolcoml) acknowledged that 
he was honing badly at halftime 
Sunday when the browns told 
Couch to get ready. So how was 
he was able to manage die pain? 
"Adn'iialine. tape, and prayer," 
he said. "It's one of those things. 
You've got to I it. K k it out. It hurt, 
but you just gotta tape it up. (ape 
it lighter and go" 
Holcomb promises lie won't 
take any unnecessary risks and 
play Sunday if he's not complete- 
ly ready. He said that wouldn't be 
lair to his coaches or teammates. 
Holcomb already has shown 
his toughness and grit. So why 
would he risk further injury by 
taking the field? 
"To play," he said "I just want 
to play. I'm a competitor." 
Couch, who has remained 
supportive in a backup role, is 
certain I lokonib will do the right 
thing. 
"Kelly will do what's best for the 
team." < iouch said. "If he can't go 
out there and play the way he's 
capable of, then I'm sure he won't 
go He's a tough guy. He has 
proved that and if there's a 
chance he can go out there and 
be effective, then hell go out and 
do that." 
If you sleep in a cold room, ^ 
you are more likely to 
-jfi-   Jiave a bad dream 
Enjoy Your Garden 
All Winter Long With 
HYDROPONICS! 
You can find it wide wlectiw of products and services .il 
ihc new Carefree Garden Center thai allow you ID easily 
garden year round, on your deck, palio. Ii\ iiif» room. bedroom, basement, u.i- 
rage or a greenhouse with a minimum ot space, using llielalesttcchnology lo 
grow safer, bciier quality. hydro|xmic and organically ymw n produce. 
Over 50(10 sq. feei of Grow Lights, Hydroponics, Organic*, Hobby Green- 
houses and moch more conveniently located withinoiiernileof(hel-76&l-7l 
interchange just off Slate Route M 
(-pen 
Mon   I ri lOun  fipni 
Siuimlav 10am  2pra 
4HOO)5S5-20.>l 
.cvefticnnltn.i: 
l ntpKiiiir Inc 
SOSO Greenwich M 
SeWle,OH4427) 
Bring in this ad during our Grand Opening Week rot aFREl 
I lb j;ir of our Hvtlro-Gro rcrtili/ci'. i n M 
Spoii.: 
Sat & &*// 
419-354-4280 
Mondays 
•$1.00 Miller High Life Bottles 
Tuesdays 
•$1.00 Well Drinks 
18 & OVER 
WHILE ROOM 
Wednesdays 
•$2.50 Martinis 
•$2.00 34 oz. Draft Refills - 6 flavors 
with 
GREAT LIVE MUSIC FROM 
EXPIATE 
Thursdays 
•$1.50 Captain & Cokes 
•$2.50 Jager Bombs 
Fridays * Saturdays 
•Half-Priced Appetizers til 8 
•$2.50 Vodka Red Bulls 
with 
JEREMY CULPEPPER LIVE 
every other Saturday 
Sundays 
•$2.00 34 oz. Draft Refills - 6 flavors 
Happy Hours EVERYDAY 5-9pm 
$1.50 Domestic Bottles S1.25 16 oz Drafts 
Ziggy's Covered Deck is Available 
for Party Bookings...NO CHARGE! 
I 
H™B™JPt**i? ufA*afc»WMi titflMN FW'iW'' 
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Classified Ads 
372-6977 
The B(i Ntfus uill not knowingly 
■ccqrt idvenucmenta thai discrlml 
naic. or encouiMc discrimination ■fftilUI .in> individual or group on 
the basis i>t rice, KX, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual ori* 
cntatum. disability, status as a veter 
an, or on the basis of an) other 
legal!) protected status. 
Personals 
Travel 
#1 Spring Break Vacations' Hottest 
Destinations-Best Prices Book 
Now! Campus Reps Wanted. 1 -800- 
234-7007 endlesssummertours.com 
'"ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 
12th  trip free   Group discounts (or 
64 800-838-8202 or 
www.springt>reakdi*£Qunl5j;om 
CANCUN. ACAPULCO. 
NASSAU. JAMAICA' 
7 Nights from S459 + tax1 
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners, 
20-50 Hours Free Drinks' 
Guaranteed Lowest Prices & Best 
Party Schedule The Only Spring 
Break Company Recognized For 
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST 
Spring Break Site On The Web - 
View 100s Of Hotel Videos 
And Reviews at 
akTraval cum 
1-800-678-6386 
Reality   Spring Break 2004 
As seen in 
The Real Cancun" Movie! 
Lowest Prices. Free Meals & 
Parties Book before Oct. 15th! 
2 Free Trips For Groups' 
1-800-426-7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
Spring Break  04 with StudentCity 
■Com and Maxim Magazine' 
hooked up *iin Free Trips Cdsh 
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep! 
Choose from 15 of the hottest desti- 
nations. Book early for FREE 
MEALS. FREE DRINKS and 150% 
Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve 
online or view our Photo Gallery, 
visit www studenlcity com or Call 1- 
888-SPRINGBREAK! 
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. Ameri- 
ca's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hir- 
ing campus reps Group discounts' 
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com 
Spring Break-sign up with Student 
Express and get FREE.rQynd trip 
ba. Dominican Republic. Costa Ri- 
ca Caribbean hot spots and more 
Why qg with anyone clw, Limned 
offer - call now Commission rep po- 
sitions also available. 1-800-787- 
3787 www studentexpress com 
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK 
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now' 
www Sunchase.com 
or call 1 -800-SUNCHASE today' 
Services Offered 
Basic WICCA class. 
Starts Oct. 4. 
www geocities com/spottedredhead 
Need a fresh start reguardless of 
credit status9 Consolidate your 
debts Calf Credit Union One 
toll free 866-475-8024 
Pregnant9 Know all the (acts. 
Confidential, free testing & support 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Are you looking for that second 
chance? We can help! We do mort- 
gage loans, refinance mobile, small 
business/commercial, personal & 
debt loans Bad credit is nol a prob- 
lem Fast approval, no application 
fees Toll free 1 -888-638-7859 
Prudential Financial 
Fraternities ■ Sororities 
Clubs - Student Groups 
Earn $1.000-S2.000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour fund raising event. 
Our tree programs make 
fund raising easy with no risks. 
Fund raising dates are filling 
quickly, so get with the program! 
It works 
Contact CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238 
or visit 
,\.v.\ i-.i-nj.   .-.fundraiser com 
Trinity United 
Methodist Church 
Worship Times 
9:I5*Trtutflional 
Service 
I0:30-Sunday School 
II:30*Contemporary 
Scntt t 
WO Noith Summii Stmri 
H< iwlmjilirccn. i )hio 41*0-2527 
Rt«>nc4l«>.»M<*HI 
Rts 419.191*191 
I   mtil Inniivfn w.ix'l 0T| 
/'raising and I'rtHlaiminn Christ 
at the I Iran of Howling Orren 
Kick ass all girl band 
seeks guitarist'! 
Please call 419-494 9612 
Learn a skill for tile. Take PEG 157 
Western Horsemanship. Check us 
out at Sandersonstables.com 
Wanted 
Fm subleaser needed for Spring 
sem Own rm. in 2 bdrm. apt Close 
to campus. Call 513-258-5990 
Help Wanted 
Bartender trainees needed 
S250 a day potential. Local 
positions  1-800-293-3985 exl 541 
Need A.M. childcare. 7 a.m.-9 a.m. 
Transportation for 10 yr old to 
Conneaut School   419-353-5798 
NEED WORK NOW??? 
* Make your own schedule 
5-40 hours per week 
•t  $lLfiS.Base-appt 
**  Cust Service/3ales 
* Great for All Students & Others 
* All ages 18+. Conditions Exist 
«* Scholarships'Internships avail. 
• Call Now'419-861-6133 
workforstudents.com np 
Student for fall house painting 
Prefer p.m. help. 
Call (419) 686-4527 
Telephone interview, no selling. 
pt-lime. occas. days, mostly eves. 
& wkends Relaxed atmos. flex sch 
In Perrysburg. Up to S7 50 hr 
(419)874-5842 
VAN DRIVER-part-time. Provide 
transportation to & from social serv- 
ices agency Must be between ihe 
ages of 21-65. possess a valid Ohio 
drivers license & an excellent driving 
record  10-19 hrs./wk. Must be avail- 
able from 2-4pm & 5-9pm M-F Sal- 
ary $7.69/hr Submit resume and 
cover letter to loris@crc.wcnel.org 
or Children's Resource Center. P.O 
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Help Wanted 
Nanny needed lor a 7 mo old boy 
Thurs alter 1:30 pm until 8 30 pm. 
Tues & Wed hrs (flexible). S7 50 
hr Musi have car Call Annette 0 
372-0282 or 354-7506 or email, 
amahonei^bgnet bgsu edu 
Volunteer Asst Wrestling Coaches. 
Bowling Green High School. 
Contact Head Coach Matt 
Jacobs (419) 704-9690 alter 6 pm. 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
FROM ONLY 
$465! 
• Ground floor ranch 
style aparlmenl with 
private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Small pets welcome 
• Convenient on-site 
parking 
■umn SBNUf 
JMMOT 
■  GYPSY 1 Af*f 
1 Homo Depot 
N 
t 
FREE  HEAT 
i VARSITY 
I SQUARE 
APARTMENTS 
419-353-7715   L»> 
For Sale 
Cavalier male 40 seeks lemale com- 
passionship 2andy@toasl.nel 419- 
335-6665 419-335-3555 Surprise 
Subleaser wanted. Sterling Universi- 
ty Enclave 1 bdrm. 3 male rmtes til 
May Call Andrea 0 419-270-0826 
Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig. 
bdrm house. Pets allowed 222 
S College 1st floor 419-494-3793 
S500! Cars/trucks Irom S500 Police 
impounds Hondas. Chevysetc For 
listing 800-719-3001 exl 4558 
~ 1995 Ford Aspire 87.000 miles 
Automatic. 4 door. Excellent condi- 
tion. $1800 call 419-352-0272 
1996 Camaro Z 29. convertible 
6 speed 107.000 mi looks & runs 
excellent. S9.000 or best oiler 
Call 419-337-3115 
2001 Harley-Davidson 1200 Sports- 
ter Custom. 3400 miles - many ex- 
tras S8500OBO 419-354-1353. 
4 bedrooms. 2 baths 
Fore closure only S3000 For list- 
ings call 800-719-3001 ext H584. 
89 Chevy Corsica 2 8L vG 
pw. ps. till, sunrool. cd ptyr 
147k. cheap transportation 
S1000 obo (419) 353-7027 
89 Honda Civic 183.000 S850 
98 Mazda Protege 70.000 $4600 
Call {419) 353-4827after 6pm 
Bowling Green High School, Junior 
Varsity Head Wrestling Coach 
Paid posilion. call Head Coach Matt 
Jacobs 419-704-9690 alter 6 pm. 
Clerical Assistant position 
Open on campus 
See Student Employment 
Dancers wanted. Make great $ in a 
fun filled atmos Noexp necessary 
Call Deia-vu IB (419) 531-0079 
~    MARKETING INTERNSHIP 
Responsibilities execute promolions 
in college bars, promote product to 
target market, manage/ tram 
promotional staff Require 
undergrad majoring in business/ 
marketing/ IPC. Must be 2t yrs. old. 
Call company voice mail lor details 
1-800-841-4786 ext  1453 
Movie Extras/ Models needed. 
No exp required. 
Earn up toS500-1000/day 
t-888-820-0167 ext  U112 
'99 Volkswagon Jetta Wollsburg 
Edition. 5-speed. Power everything. 
AC. 6 CD changer, sunroof. 
95.000 miles. Hunter Green 
Asking S7.000. 
Call Kris 0 419-378-2003 
Couch loveseat. entertainment 
center, and reading desk lor sale. 
419-494-3060 
Limited Edition Les Paul silver spar- 
kle top electric guitar with hard case 
ft practice amp S400 OBO 5 pc. lu- 
sion drum kit. sonor. black with cym- 
bals, cymbal mutes & hardware 
S500OBO Call 352-4381 
Sola and love seat for sale. S75 & 
S50 or S100 for pair. Call 352-8956 
For Rent 
" Now leasing fully furn. efficiencies 
Efficiencies avail now & second sem 
S465 for 1 person, monthly leases, 
includes all ulil. cable, phone Call 
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520 
1740E Woosler. 
•"1 bdrm. apt., S450/mo includ util 
2 blks Irom campus, quiel res.area 
♦ 2nd sem . 2 bdrm apts. avail.. 
$450/ mo Call 353-0325 9am-9pm 
I bitim apartment 
Free heat water & sewer 
Call 354-9740 
Furnished 1.2 or 3 
bedroom apartment. 
(419) 352-5239 
MOVE IN TOMORROW 
Studio & 1 bdrm apts. Rents Irom 
S320i mo Call Charing Cross Apts 
lor your tour (419) 352-0590. 
Prof, will share furn. house w/ other 
prof, or grad student. 5 bdrm. 2 wb 
fireplaces, wooded lot. faces golf 
course S225 mo includ all util Call 
352-5523 Avail Oct 1 & Jan. 1st 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
available immediately 
Tenants pay gas and electric 
Starting at S390 00 per month. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. 
INC . RENTAL OFFICE 
(419)354-2260 
Located at 319 E Wooster SI 
across from Taco Bell. 
yiorne of the 40o*. 
FISHBOWL  $3.00!!!! 
II Flavors on Tap 
liUlWIlTiVf 
DJ's Z.ich and Kehoe 
$2 All Pints 
$2 Margaritas 
EHiaBtH 
Karaoke 
$2 Hurricanes 
$1.50 Dom Bottles 
DJ Mandrel 
WSG. Diamond Dlee 
$1 Well Drinks 
$3 Sky Bombs 
Bucket of Coronitas- 
5 for $5 
ItiUJ-.HftVI 
Coyote Ugly Night 
$1 Shots 
$1.50 Captain's 
I:; WSM 
Live Music! 
Smokestack- 9/26 
fcmil;MiH 
DJ Diamond Dice 9/27 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
ACROSS 
1 Framed Mona 
2 Not In favor ol 
3 Champagne bucket 
4 Fine linen 
5 Role model 
6 Like liars' tongues 
7 Ice on the move 
8 Affirmative 
9 Domesticated 
10 Menacing 
11 Pond denizen 
12 1999 Ron Howard film 
13 Santa __,CA 
21 Of an ancient alphabet 
22 Frat boys 
24 Dancer Pavlova 
25 Flat-head nails 
26 The Jewel in the 
Crown 
27 Temblor 
29 Male relative 
31 Check recipient 
32 Winded 
34 Without feeling 
39 Unwrap 
40 Salts source 
43 Pronounced indistinctly 
46 Influential clique 
members 
49 Lymphoid organ 
52 Actress Dunne 
54 Soup spoon 
55 Rummies 
56 Grub 
57 Oscar-winner 
Gooding 
58 Incite 
59 Tropical nut 
60 Sinuous 
62 British rule over 
India 
t Secular 
5 Doubtful 
9 Tall structure 
14 Royal Peruvian 
15 Pineapple brand 
16 Brazilian novelist Jorge 
17 Goblet pan 
18 Son of Aphrodite 
19 Padded gloves 
20 Spoiler 
22 City on Seneca Lake 
23 Straight line 
24 Zeal 
25 Promo link 
28 Frank Herbert sci-fi epic 
30 Letler-carners org. 
33 Tylenol rival 
35 180 degrees from SSW 
36 Piece of cake 
37 Cpt s immediate 
subordinate 
38 Bakery treat 
41 Sailor's assent 
42 Young foxes 
44 Brooks of "High Anxiety" 
45 Oral 
47 Satiric comic Mort 
48 Queen's subjects? 
50 Wintry weather forecast 
51 Hedgehog spine 
53 Trudge 
55 Scamper 
57 Beach meal 
61 Chicago airporl 
62 Felt regret 
63 One woodwind 
64 Keepsake 
65 Firsi sibling 
66 Shout 
67 Edberg or Borg 
68 Ms. Doe 
69 Stick it out 
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL? 
CALL THE WORLD  LEADER  IN   II SI   PREP ^■■■*-», 
c-^'fji* ••i,j* -i.'.^i* • ■ f,1*• -^2^ {■>!*»> %2 uJ 
1-800-KAP-TEST    •    WWW.KAPLAN.COM 
The Center for Interventions, 
Treatment, ana Addictions 
Research 
in the Wright State 
University 
School of Medicine 
is searching for a consultant to 
serve as a focal Regional 
Epidemiologist on the Ohio 
Substance Abuse Monitoring 
Network (OSAM)   OSAM is a 
statewide substance abuse 
surveillance system funded by the 
Ohio Department of Alcohol and 
Drug Addiction Services. Regional 
Epidemiologists conduct focus 
groups with active and recovering 
drug users, treatment providers, 
and others as well as collect 
statistical data to compile 
epidemiologic reports on local drug 
abuse trends every six months. 
Findings are presented al 
statewide meetings Consultants 
can Oe compensated tor their time 
up to 20 days per year. Additional 
support is available to conduct 
focus groups 
Requirements: 
Masters degree in behavioral 
sciences, familiarity and expenence 
with substance abuse and local 
issues, experience conducting 
locus gtoups and analyzing 
qualitative data  Ph.D in 
behavioral sciences preferred 
For more information, 
contact Deric Kenne. M.S. al 
937-775-2066 
nsXAH/^ fade* eette* 
906 Napoleon, nd. (end. of S. Coliege) 
Need to send a floral arrangement or gift? 
Now you can! 
Order online from Klotz Floral & Gifts. 
Local and Nationwide Delivery available. 
www.klotzflorist.com 
fslafe f",2« £M* 
906 Naooieon Rd (end of S College) 
Local: 419-353-8381 
t-800-353-8351 
All major credit cards accepted 
AIA   ATA    ATA   ArA   ATA   AfA    AfA   ATA   ArA   ArA   AfA   AfA  AfA   AfA   ,\V\ 
Missed Recruitment this year? 
Don't worry, you still have a chance to become GREEK! 
Come meet the sisters of 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
a* 
'■'.'• 
Thursday, September 25 ~ 8-10 pm 
[^ Rainforest Cafe gathering 
jf? Where: ATA house (Conklin Qreek Unit) ■ 
Bring your friends! 
ATA   ATA   ATA   ATA   ATA   AfA   AfA   ATA   ATA   AfA   AfA   AfA AFA   A PA   AI"\ 
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Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki 
Tender all white meat chicken strips marinated In a teriyaki glaze, 
with tresh vegetables, and our own Sweet Onion Sauce 
6-Inch    $ 3 99 Footlong S 5 99 
Red Wine Vinaigrette Club 
Heady roast beer, brown-edged turkey, and ham. on your choice of bread. 
with a lesry Red Wme Vinaigrette Dressing 
6-Inch   | 3 89 Foottong   $ 5 89 
Honey Mustard Ham 
Ham, fresh vegetables, and Honey Mustard Sauce 
6-Inch    $3 69 Footlong  $5 69 
Dijon Horseradish Melt 
Turkey Breast, ham. crispy bacon and American cheese. 
Dijon Horseradish Sauce, melted lor savory flavor 
6-inch    $3 99 Footlong  $5 99 
Southwest Turkey & Bacon 
Turkey Breast. American cheese, crispy bacon. Southwest Sauce. 
and fresh vegetables 
6-incn    $3 99 Footlong   $5 99 
Chicken Plzzlola 
6-Inch   $3 99 Foottong  $5 99 
Fresh Value Meals 
Includes a footlong or 6-inch sub. chips or 
two cookies and a 21 oz. drink. Make any 
sub on our menu a Fresh Value Meal (or 
an additional $1.80 
Italian B M T 
on Parmesan Oiooano 
Cold Cut Trio 
Our own blend ot turkey-oased ham. salami, and bologna 
G-lnch    $319 Footlong   SS19 
Italian B.M.T. 
Subway Restaurants version of the classic hero, with pepperoni, genoa 
salami, and ham 
6-Inch    $3 69 Foottong  $5 69 
Meatball 
Delicious Italian seasoned meatballs serve J hot In zesty mannara sauce 
6-Inch    $319 Footlong  S S 19 
Subway Seafood & Crab 
A processed seafood and crab blend 
6-Inch    $ 3 69 Foollon,  S 5 69 
Steak & Cheese 
Seasoned steak, with onions and green peppers • a hot delight 
6-Inch    $3 69 Footlong  $5 69 
Subway Melt 
A first -class blend of sliced turkey breast, ham, crispy bacon and cheese, 
melted for a great flavor experience 
6-Inch    $399 Footlong $599 
Tuna 
Our own classic tuna, made with dolphin-sate tuna and light mayonnaise - 
you add the rest 
6-Inch    $3 69 Footlong  $5 69 
Spicy Italian 
6-Inch    $369 
Chicken Salad 
6-Inch    $3 69 
Pizza Sub 
6-Inch    $ 3 19 
FooOon;   S5 69 
FoOtlOrr:   $5 6 
Kids' Pak 
Kids' Pak $ 3.39 
Deli-style sandwich. Iresh-baked cookie, 
smalt drink and a Toy Surprise! 
Footlong   $5 19 
Fresh Baked Bread 
Chooce from our original Italian or Wheat bread, or 
fry one of our Qourmet seasoned breads, such as 
Parmesan Oiegano and Honey Oet. 
Cookies & Chips 
Cookies 
each $    39 
3 for $ 1 00 
12 lor $3 89 
Chips $  .89 
Make any Sub into a Salad!        \ Extras 
Roasted Chicken Breast $ 3.99 
Veggie Delite S 2.59 
Tuna $ 3.99 
Turkey Breast $ 3.99 
Deli Style 
6-Inch   Footlong 
Bacon $    .50  $1.00     L.i?*7ij 
Double Meat  $1.00   $2.00     l-.i-'^M 
Extra CheeseS    .25  $    .50 
Giant Subs & Platters 
Giant Subs starting at:     $ 39.00 
Sub Platters starting at:   $ 24.50 
Fresh-baked deli rolls, lopped with your choice ol ham, turkey. 
tuna, or roast beed, finished with tresh vegetables and cheese 
Ham $ 2.29 
Turkey Breast $ 2.29 
Tuna $ 2.29 
Roast Beef $ 2.29 
Drinks 
E Fountain Drinks Ice cold carbonated and non-carbonated beverages 16 oz. 21 oz. 32 oz. $1.19 $1.29 $1.39 fW.'like* 524 E. Woosler Bowling Green. OH 43402 419-352-6500 www.subway.com 
Tixkey Breasl 
on Wheat 
Roasted Chicken Breast 
Tasty Chicken Breast, lopped with crisp vegetables 
6-Inch   $3 89 Footlong  $5 89 
Ham 
Ham, dressed with your choice of veggies Try it with one ol the fat-free 
sauces, such as Honey Mustard 
6-Inch   $3 69 FooOong  $5 60 
Roast Beef 
Tender Roast Beet, accented with your fresh vegetable choices 
6-Inch   $3 69 Footlong  $5 69 
Subway Club 
A classic done better tender roast beet, brown-edged turkey breast, 
and ham Tasty, with fresh veggies, and still low in lat 
6-Inch   $3 89 Footlong  $5 89 
Turkey Bread 
Moist, brown-edged turkey breast 
6-Inch   $3 69 Footlong  $5 69 
Turkey Breast & Ham 
A combination of ham and brown-edged turkey breast 
Great taste, low in tat. tool 
6-Inch   $3 69 Footlong  $5 69 
Veggie Delite 
Choose from our garden ol fresh vegetables add one ol our new tat-lree 
sauces, like the Bed Wine Vinaigrette - simply delicious! 
6-Inch   $2 19 Footlong $4 19 
Fresh Vegetables & Toppings 
Ail of our sandwiches and salads m elude your choice choice ot 
cheeso. tresh cut vegetables, and condiments Choose from onions, 
lettuce, tomaioes. cucumbers, pickles, green peppers, and oNves 
.SUBWAY* <► V V 
Subway has been your neighborhood sandwich shop 
smce 1965 We pride ourselves on offering the freshest 
food at a great value Ail o< our sandwiches and salads 
are made with quality meats and cheeses, fresh vegeta- 
bles and. of course, a variety of freshly baked gourmet 
Dreads Come in and experience the difference 
Subway Eat Fresh' 
Takeout Menu 
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1 Large, 
11tem *7** 
. No Limit 
"All Day, Everyday" 
(papa) 
u©v«s 
MON: 11am-1:30am 
TUES: 11am-1:30am 
WED: 11am-1:30am 
7H-S4T;11am-3:00am 
SUN:     11am-1:30am 
m S 
& cash, checks 
what i new fhii ycai with dining lenkei BGsy 
C QMMONS U^>itiiiicr   Center 
All-you-care-to-eat 
The best value on campus! 
Lunch - $6.95    Dinner -$7.95 
Monday - Friday 
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Monday - Thursday 
4:30 p.m.. - 7:00 p.m. 
Friday 
4:30 pm.. - 7:00 p.m. 
Wrapped sandwiches and 
Paninis. Located in the 
Kreischer Sundial Food Court 
Monday - Thursday 
11:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m. 
Friday 
11:00a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
Saturday - Sunday 
Noon - 7:00 p.m. 
AMA GRANDE 
Authentic Mexican cuisine. 
Featuring tacos, nachos, 
burritos and more. Located 
in McDonald Dining Center. 
Monday - Thursday 
11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Friday 
11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
f BLACK SWAMP 
Now featuring a full bar and a 
updated menu. As always free 
pool and popcorn. Watch 
Monday night football on our 
big screen HDTV. 
Join us seven days a week. 
7:00 p m. - midnight 
Qifi '3 
'*fo 
Tn § 
BOWLING 
£me 
°m 
Dining 
Services has 
has partnered 
/with Cheryl&Co 
Ao bring you 
[delicious gift options for 
BGSU Students, including 
cakes fresh from the campus 
bakeshop. and gourmet cookies from 
Cheryl&Co. For More info visit the 
Dining Services Gift Website at 
http:'/bgsu edu/offices/sa.'dining/gift.htm 
gre e n e ry 
Introducing all new lunch and 
dinner menus featuring daily 
specials, fresh baked mini-bread 
loaves, spirituous beverages, 
as well as your old favorites. 
Monday - Friday 
11:30 a.m. -2:00 p.m. 
5:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.. 
Cheryl&Co. 
E s l .    1 ') 8 I 
Gourmet cookies and gifts. 
Chily's express and Athletic 
Concessions welcomes 
home Cheryl Krueger-Hom. 
Cheryl founded her 
Columbus based company in 
1981, BGSU is the first 
collegiate store in the nation. 
Coming Soon 
To Commons 
Dining Center 
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Island Adventure 
Cosmos Coffees 
Cappuccino, Espresso, 
Lattes, Soups, 
Sandwiches, Desserts 
Oriental Delight 
The China 
Egg Rolls, Soups, 
Won Ton, Potstlckers, 
Your Favorlta Dishes 
Italian Cuisine 
Luca Pizza 
Hand-tossed Piizas, 
The Bast Spaghetti, 
Papparoni-stuffed 
Breadstlcks, Salads 
Sample the 
World 
at 
oodland 
TOWNE CENTRE 
1234 N. Main St., (Rt. 25) Bowling Green 
419-354-4447 www.woodlandtc.com 
American Fare 
Subway 
Your Favorlta Sandwiches 
Made toYour Order 
On Freshly-Baked Bread, 
Salads, Sides, Drinks 
Healthy Eating 
Mediterranean 
Mediterranean-style 
Dishes Including 
Gyros, Falafel, 
Hummus, Salads, 
Rice dishes-all 
Freshly Prepared 
ISOWLISC  CREENS ORICINAL SANDWICH SHOP SINCE 1985 
^MISTER SPOTS 
'« cm*' PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES & BUFFALO CHICKEN WINCS 
STEAK SANDWICHES 
PHILLY ORIGINAL 575/6.75 dbl 
STEAK SUPREME. 5.85/6.85   dbl 
STEAK H0AGIE. 6.25/7.25  dbl 
FIRE STEAK. 5.55/6.55  dbl 
ALL STEAK SANDWICHES COME SERVED ON A H0ACIE R0U 
WITH GRILLED ONIONS. PEPPERS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
H0AGIES 
SPOTS SPECIALIOURBEST SELLER) 5.75 
SPOTS ITALIANIIMPORTEDMEATS t CHEESE) 5.75 
BUSTLET0N (ROAST BEEF/SAIAMI/TURKEY/MUSTARD/SWISSI.. 5.75 
TURKEY H0A6IE 5.75 
HAM H0A6IE. 5.75 
ALL   H0AGIES COME SERVED ON A H0AGIE ROLL WITH 
MtrO.PROVALONE CHEESEXETTUCE.0NI0NS.  TONATO.TOPPED WITH 
OLIVE 0IL.VIHEGAR AND 0RE6AN0 OTHER MEATS AND CHEESE AVAILABLE 
ON REQUEST IUST ASK 
BUFFALO WINGS 
ONE DOZEN. 5.75 
TWO DOZEN. 70.00 
FIFTY. 19.00 
BLEU CHEESE S  CELERY.....75 
EXTRA SAUCE on SIDE 60 
EXTRAS 
HOAGIEFRYS. 2.00 
PASTA SALAD. 1.00 
POTATO SALAD. 7.00 
BLEU CHEESE &  CELERY. 75 
CHIPS(FRIT0,D0RIT0,LAYS)..75 
EXTRA SAUCE on SIDE 60 
PICKLE. 75 
EXTRA CHEESE. 25 
EXTRA SALAD DRESSING.....50 
SIGNATURE DELI SANDWICHES 
PARKWOOD..(ROAST BEEF/HAM/TURKEr/AMERICANI..4.50 
KENSINGTON (HAM/SALAMI/TURKE1/AMERKAN) ..4.50 
CHELTENHAM (CORNED BEEF/SALAMI/TURKET/MUSTARD/SWISS) ..4.50 
TURKEY. 4.25 
HAM. 4.25 
CHICKEN SALAD. 4.50 
ALL   SIGNATURE DEL) SANDWICHES COME SERVED ON A KAISER ROLL. 
WHITE. WHEAT OR RYE BREADS WITH MArO,PROVALONE.AMERICAN 
or SWISS CHEESE, LETTUCE.ONIONS, i TOMATO 
BEVERAGES 
PEPSI.DIET PEPSI.MTN DEW.DR PEPPER, SIERRA 
MIST, SUCE 6 ROOTBEER. 75 
TV/OUTERS r.75 
ICED TEAS. /.00 
JUICES. /.00 
ICE COLD BEER DELIVERED, 7 DAYS A WEEK 
CALL FOR BRANDS & PRICES 
FREE ON/OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY   DOWNTOWN       419 352-7768     419 352 -SPOT 
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Jjqt TROTTERS TAVERN   /^TROTTERS TAVERN  4^ TROTTERS TAVERN ^TROTTERS TAVERN JM 
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS LOVE 
TROTTERS BECAUSE 
"IT IS MORE FUN TO EAT IN THE TAVERN 
THAN TO DRINK IN A RESTAURANT." 
\4^2 
FEATURING OUR BROWN JUG STEAK DINNER 
ONLY $16.95 FOR A 10 OZ.  DINNER 
AND $19.95 FOR A 160Z. 
THIS IS ONE STEAK YOU'LL NEVER FORGET. 
Before your dinner, try one of many unique and delicious appetizers, such as: 
BIG DADDY PEPPER WINGS, ROASTED AIOLI, SPICY STEAMED SHRIMP, 
PEANUTTI REFRIES, TAVERIMOLI, and our FAMOUS SCOTCH EGGS. 
Not quite ready to indulge in a steak? You're sure to find another dish to satisfy your 
appetite for delicious food. Try trotters 
ORIGINAL HOT BROWN, OPA KOTTA, CHICKEN CAESAR SALAD, 
BIGGIE PORTOBELLO, GIGANTIC 1/2 LB BURGER OR ONE OF OUR 
TROTTERS WRAPS OR SALADS. 
TROTTERS TAVERN, LOCATED AT 119 N. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN, 
OPENS AT 5:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
PHONE: (419) 352-5895 
'ONE CANNOT LIVE WELL. LOVE WELL   OR SLEEP WELL (OR SI UDY WELL) UNLESS ONE HAS DINED WELL. 
tfft TROTTERS TAVERN ^BTROTTERS TAVERN   ^TROTTERS TAVERN  .^TROTTERS TAVERN 4Si 
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Thirsty for knowledge. Hungry for Panera. 
May We Suggest... 
Breakfast & S-fifet* /   **■- 
Choose fromJ^gels, pastries, muffins, mini-danish, cookies arufbroyvnies. 
FromjBS' Garden 
GjesCCaes^ri Fandango, Classic Cafe, Asian Sesame Chicken salads.  .   ' 
gemrfviches VVo .* 
. Cafe, Signature and Party sandwiches and trays. 
Soups //'■ 
Sourdough bread bowls available. Ask about our daily soup selections 
Beverages 
We offer a variety of soft drinks, ice tea, homestyle lemonade, and juices by the bottle. 
Dine in, carryout and catering available. Delivery service available with 24 hour 
notice. Restrictions may apply. Call, fax or visit our cafe to place your order. 
Students and faculty, receive 10% 
off your order with your BGSU ID. 
145 South Main Street 
419-352-7100   fax: 419-352-7133 
Domino's 
Pizza 
353-MEGA (6   3   4   2) 
Our prices won't require you to 
Flex your funds. 
Check out our 
7 specials for $7 each! 
$7 Student 
Value Menu 
(vald w/ BGSU D only) 
Free Delivery 
1616 EWooster, Unit J 
1 large cheese or 
1 topping pizza 
1 medium 2 topping pizza 
1 small 3 topping pizza 
2 small cheese pizzas 
10 chicken kickers & 
a 20oz. Coke       roi 
8 cheesy bread, 5 wings 
& a 20oz. Coke    \jr 
— 
If^Mj 
1 small cheese pizza plus 1 
of the following: 5 wings, 
cheesy bread, bread 
sticks or cinna sticks 
ASK US ABUUT UUR DANCE MARATHON ALL-Y0U-CAN-EAT DATES ! 
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WE DELIVER! 
352.7200 
&/IK /9«3 BOWLING GREEN 
161GE. WOOSTER 
FRESHEST BREADS 
My thick sliced 7 grain whole whejt and 
autheitic French breads are made from 
■y own secret rtcipe using all-natural 
ingredients, the! baked fresh right here 
ii the store throughout the day, every day. 
FINEST MEATS 
I personally select tie very best meats avail- 
able. That meais aa pressed, timed, er 
filled aeats en my saadwickes. lily jiicy 
white turkey breast, choice rust kail, 
snaked Virginia ham. and real wood- 
SBiki;' kacaa. 
FRESHEST VEGGIES 
I ase oily tke freskest. kestest leggics 
araiad. They're sliced daily in tke store 
aid leier treated er bagged I er use seme 
otker day. That means crisp, fresh lettuce, 
tomato, onion, spreats, and cucumber. 
BEST INGREDIENTS 
Tke world's greatest gourmet sandwiches 
call far tbe world's greatest ingredients 
So I only use real Hellmann's mayonnaise. 
Cray faipei mustard, aid my homemade 
red will vinaigrette aid chuky avocado 
spread. 
GOURMET SUB SANDWICHES 
Oi homemade fresh-baked French kread. 
$3.50 
GIANT GOURMET CLUBS 
On thick-sliced 7 -grain wkole wheat bread er fresh baked French bread. 
~ $4.50 
#1 PEPE 
Ham. provolone. lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
#2 BIG JOHN 
least keef. lettuce, tomato. ft mayo. 
#3 SORRY CHARLIE 
Tina salad, spreits, cucimber. lettuce, ft temata. 
#4 TURKEY TOM 
Tirhey breast, alfalfa spreits, lettuce, temata. ft mayo. 
#5 VITO 
Genoa salami, capicola. provolone. lettuce, tomato, onions. ft vinaigrette. 
#6 VEGETARIAN 
Provolone, chunky avocado, cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, & mayo. 
JJ.B.L.T. 
Bacon, lettuce, tomato. & mayo. 
PLAIN SLIMS* $2.50 
Same fresh-baked French kread & meat as my premium gourmet sub 
sandwiches, but no veggies or sauce! 
oLIRl I Mam .1 cheese     dLIM 4 SuiAeu <•„.,>( 
0LiiTl L   '.Roast 6eef OLIItl J Salami, capicata, cheese 
oLIlTI J .Tuna salad dLIM 0  'JhuiUe pieuolane 
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB 
Double ham. provolone, lettuce, tomato. ft mayo. 
#8 BILLY CLUB 
least beef. ham. provolone, Dijoi mustard, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB 
Eenoa salami, capicola, ham, provolone. lettuce, tomato, onions, mayo, ft vinaigrette. 
#10 HUNTER'S CLUB 
Double roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
#11 COUNTRY CLUB 
Turkey breast, ham, provolone. lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
#12 BEACH CLUB 
Turkey breast, chunky avocado, cucumber, cheese, sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo. 
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB 
Double provolone, chunky avocado, cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB 
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
#15 CLUB TUNA 
Tuna salad, provolone. sprouts, cucumber, lettuce, ft tomato. 
#16 CLUB LULU 
Turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. 
THE J.J. GARGANTUAN* $6.50 
It's monstrous! Genoa salami, capicola. smoked ham. roast beef, 
turkey breast, provolone, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayo, ft Italian 
dressing on fresh-baked French bread. 
PARTY? MEETING? TRY MY CRAVEWORTHY CATERING! 
***** JIMMYJ0HNS.COM ***** 
* Coke. Diet Coke. Sprite, lemonade, iced tea S0.99/S119 
* Chocolate chunk or oatmeal raisin cookie $1.25 
* fotato chips, jumbo kosher dill $1.75 
* Extra load of meat, eitra veggies $1.25 
* Extra cheese or avocado $0.15 
DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery ckarge of 35c per item. 
. ?m JIHIIT jiirs rnmiw im in mms irstiw ■■ imm i»t mn ■■ urn in »■■■ cmpi 
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Try our new 
Homestyle 
Chicken Strip 
Combo Meal! 
Wendy's Homestyle Chicken Strips are 
made with tender, juicy strips of whole 
chicken breast fillet, lightly breaded with 
Wendy's own blend of classic seasonings. 
Choose from three new dipping sauces- 
Spicy Southwest Chipotle, Deli Honey 
Mustard or Heartland Ranch. 
Or trv one of our other J 
great Combo Meals 
lOWIN'THOMPION 
STUDENT UNION 
open 7 days a week 
Sun-Thurs 10am-2am & Fri-Sat 10am-1am 
419-728-0300 BGSU@pertona.com 
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Delts get history lesson from chapter founders 
Alumni take part in 55th Anniversary Celebration 
by James Opacich 
COLUMNIST 
As Greeks, many of 
us are familiar with the 
founding dales of the first 
fraternity, Phi Beta Kappa, in 
1776. Many of us are also 
aware of our own organiza- 
tion's national and local 
founding dates. 
However, many of us 
would probably not be able 
to tell the tale of the begin- 
ning of Greek life on our 
own campus. Thai's why it 
was fortunate for me and my 
chapter lo have heard it firsl 
hand from some of the pio- 
neers of Greek life al 
Bowling Green Slate 
University. 
On September 6. 
2003. the same day thai the 
Bowling Green football learn 
upset (then-ranked No. 16) 
Purdue, approximately 25 
founding fathers of the Delia 
Tau Chapter of Delta Tau 
Delia fraternity revisited the 
campus for the first lime in 
what, for some, was 55 
years. 
The occasion was 
highlighted by the alumni 
and Iheir interaction with 
(he current undergraduate 
Delts' during an informal 
breakfast meeting. 
The alumni realized 
thai the chapters continuing 
existence was well worth 
their hard work and 55 years 
of involvement and was, for 
many, a last chance lo visit 
the campus and fraternity 
that they love. 
The undergraduate 
members of the fraternity 
are now able lo tell the story 
of its founding with a greater 
perspective and realization 
that they are indeed involved 
in something greater then 
themselves. Each one of the 
founding fathers shared iheir 
thoughts on their return 
from World War II, what it 
was like to attend college 
after the war. They also 
spoke about what it means to 
be part of the Delta Tau 
Delta fraternity. 
The following is the 
picture they painted: 
The year was 1946. 
The Allies had won World 
War II and America was 
more prosperous than it had 
been in almost twenty years. 
Thousands of GIs were 
returning from overseas with 
the hope of a great future. 
Many of these men saw col- 
lege as the way to begin their 
new post-war life. 
It was a challenging 
time for both the University 
as well as the incoming vet- 
erans. The University was 
forced to import barracks 
from nearby Fort Meigs to 
house the vast influx of men 
HISTORY:  Delia Tau Delta members pose with alumni, some of whom helped charier 
the chapter SS^ears ago. 
who overcrowded the dorms. 
At the same time, class sizes 
almost doubled making 
classrooms crowded and the 
need for more classrooms 
even greater. Many of the 
Veterans also felt awkward; 
although there was little dif- 
ference between them and 
the other students, they were 
worlds apart after being 
overseas. 
"The effects of the 
war had been felt every- 
where, and it was obvious in 
Bowling Green." one chapter 
founder said. 
The return of the sol- 
diers was perhaps one of the 
most dramatic changes In 
Bowling Green's history and 
one of the most beneficial for 
Greek life on campus. 
It was this atmos- 
phere that sparked the 
founding of a number of 
local fraternities on campus. 
Many of them eventually 
petitioned for and became 
national fraternities. 
The Kappa Tau local 
fraternity was one of these. 
For various reasons, howev- 
er. the Kappa Tau men were 
distinct from the rest of the 
school and showed it in their 
organization's creation. 
Among the 16 members of 
Kappa Tau were 5 men who 
were members of Delta Tau 
Delta fraternity from other 
colleges. They enlightened 
the Kappa Taus about the 
benefits of becoming a 
nationally recognized frater- 
nity. Shortly afterward they 
filed a petition for nation,il 
(CONT'D ON PC 9) 
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
Soul Shine Blues Festival Treasures of the Vine Alternative Fall Break Scouting for Food 
First Step The Victory Center Office of Campus Involvement Toledo NVV Ohio Food Bank 
September 28, 2003 October 3, 2003 October 9-12,2003 October 25, 2003 
Contact Terri Mercer at 6:30 p.m. Contact Heather Dcnlinger Contact Volunteer Relations at 
(419) 435-7300 Contact Jamie llilborn at (419) 372-2343 (419) 242-5000 ext. 215 
nrslstep@thewavs.com (419) 382-6600 dcarr@toledofoodbank.org 
jhilborn® "ABBA-Manla" 
Kidney Walk lheviclorycenler.org Franciscan Center Makc-A-l)ilTercnce Day 
Kidney Foundation of Northwest October 10, 2003 Office of Campus Involvement 
Ohio Adopt-A-Road Cleanup Contact Patricia Spitler at October 25, 2003 
September 28, 2003 Metropolitan Park District of the (419)824-3975 Contact Heather Denlinger 
Contact Jenn Perko at Toledo Area pspitler@lourdes.edu (419) 572-2343 
(419) 893-5512 October 4, 2003 involved@bgiiet.bgsu.edii 
kidneyfoundationnwo Contact Cathy Marinelli at Haunted Hayride 
@toast.net (419) 535-3057 Life Connection of Ohio Halloween Folklore & Funlesl 
cathy.marinelli@ October 10-11,2003 Wood County Historical Center 
"A iVibutc to the Rat Pack" mctroparkstolcdo.com Contact Stacy Rces at October 25. 2003 
Franciscan Center (419)893-1618 Contact April Bumgardncr 
September 30, 2003 Native Seed Cleaning srees@lcotro.org (419) 353-1897 
Contact Patricia Spitler at Wood County Park District gradintern@wcparks.org 
(419) 824-3975 October 8, 2003 "Blow the Whistle on Asthma" 
pspitler@lourdcs.edu Contact Chris Smalley at Walk Halloween Haunting Construction 
(419)353-1897 American Lung Association Josina Loll Residential and 
email@woodcounty October 21,2003 Community Service 
parkdistrict.org Contact Kelly Francisco October 8, 22, 26, 2003 
(800)231-5864 
kellyf@accnorwalk.com 
Contact Christine Jonke at 
(419)866-9015 E-mail volunteer opportunities to 
gaveleditor2003@yahoo.com wclls88@aol.com 
HoPPy ThuRSdaylll HaPPV THUrSdAylll HaPPV ThursDAYIII 
Hang in there... 
The weekend is almost here!!! 
I IB*  It>n    HBO   1I<PE    HBcp   v*[-   HBO   S*E 
40th Annual 
nB<D & SOE 
Mud Tug 
Sunday 28th @ 1:00 
Behind Perry Field House 
Will you be our muddy buddy? 
Call Margaret with questions 214-5880 
Mill  :I<I>~ Will   :I<J>A (|){]||  :I<PA  (Mill  3*3 
XQ   XQ   XQ   XQ  XQ   XQ  XQ  XQ   XQ   XQ 
Chi Omega WouCcC 
Like to WeCcome 
Our (Ba9y Owfs 
'Brooke 'Bfessing 
'Andrea 'Boerger 
Krista CardinaC 
lAsh(ey TeaCy 
"Kristen TAarcinkowski 
§ina *Meefi( 
(Erin Ojjpenfieim 
Jenny 'PaCmer 
llenee 'Rambeau 
"Katie Sherman 
%acey Vetter 
"Kristan WiCCison 
iJicofe Yancy 
XQ   XQ   XQ   XQ   XQ   XQ  XQ  XQ   XQ  XQ 
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Two chapters set example for Greek academic success 
Ryan Reilerman 
REPORTER 
One of ihe founding 
principles al the Office of 
Residence Life, Greek Affairs 
is scholarship and many of 
the University's Greek chap- 
ters are making sure their 
members are excelling aca- 
demically. 
Two chapters in par- 
ticular, Alpha Sigma Phi fra- 
ternity and Alpha Chi Omega 
sorority, have successful 
scholarship programs 
already in place. 
According to the 
Greek Affairs Spring 2003 
Greek Report. Alpha Sigma 
Phi fraternity had the highest 
GPA among fraternities with 
a 2.98. 
Scholarship chair- 
man and sophomore Aaron 
Shumaker said the key to 
good scholarship is doing the 
basics. 
"The only things I 
stress to my guys are to 
make sure you go to class 
every day. take good notes 
and complete your study 
tables." he said. "And usually 
the ones that do that do fairly 
well in class." 
Shumaker also said it 
is important to have a 
rewards system to honor 
those who succeed. 
According to Alpha Sigma 
Phi's scholarship program, 
anyone who makes (he 
Deans List gets dinner at a 
restaurant of their choice. 
There is also a points system 
rewarding study hours and 
good grades. 
According to the 
Creek Affairs report, Alpha 
Chi Omega tied with Alpha 
Phi last semester for the 
highest sorority GPA al 3.07. 
Maureen Vandervort, junior 
and vice president of intel- 
lectual development for 
Alpha Chi Omega, said their 
academic success comes 
from recruitment. 
"Academics is one of 
the five standards upon 
which our chapter is built."' 
she said. "So I guess our aca- 
demic excellence begins with 
our recruitment process, 
because we recruit women 
who have the potential to 
excel academically." 
The Alpha Chi 
Omega scholarship program 
also rewards members who 
achieve academic excellence. 
Vandervort said there are 
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B.G/s Largest selection of 
Greek Merchandise 
Burt's Bee Items 
Stickers 
Frames 
Scrubs 
Stationary 
Shot Glasses 
Glass Mugs 
Window Stickers 
Key Chains 
T-Shirts 
Tanks 
Sweatshirts 
Windbreakers 
Hats 
Jackets 
Sorority Bags 
Coffee Mugs 
Plastic Mugs 
Tumblers 
Magnets 
Candy Jars 
Shorts 
Jewelry 
Flip Flops 
Pins 
Pencils/Pens 
Bumper Stickers 
I.D. Covers 
Toe Rings 
Belly Button Rings 
BGSU Clothing 
Dry Cleaning 
Service 
Tuxedo Rental 
Greeting Cards 
Balloon Bouquets 
Balloons 
5S 
O 
3 
>—i o 
§ 
•CONGRATULATIONS  NEW MEMBERS* 
1
 Best Selection • Best Service • 
Best Quality 
Your Sewn on Letters and 
Embroidery Specialists 10% off any 
one Greek item! 
BGSU 
*    Collegiate Connection 
2 531 Ridge Street 
CJ Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419)352-8333 
GAMMA »  DELTA • EPSILON • ZETA    • TETA • IOTA • MU 
CO 
►—i O 
3 
> 
prizes for Dean's List. $50 for 
a 4.0 GPA and other incen- 
tives such as "Bookworm of 
the Week." 
For those members 
struggling in the classroom, 
there are mandatory study 
hours for anyone under a 3.0 
GPA. 
Interfraternity 
Council scholarship chair- 
man, Andy Crockett, is also 
trying to help Greek mem- 
bers who are struggling aca- 
demically by setting up a 
tutoring program called 
"The Alpha Program." In the 
program. Greeks tutor each 
other to help excel in the 
classroom. 
Crockett said the 
goal of the Alpha Program 
was not only to improve the 
overall Greek GPA, but also 
(o unite the Greek communi- 
ty and show the University 
that Greeks really do care 
about scholarship. 
Tutoring applications 
can be found on the Greek 
Affairs website, www. greek- 
bgsu.com. For questions 
regarding the Alpha Program 
contact Andy Crockett at 
214-6474 or by email at 
amcrock@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
THE GAVEL 
THE GAVEL 
RECOGNIZES THE FOLLOW- 
ING ORGANIZATIONS FOR 
THEIR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
2003 
DELTA UPSIION 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
ALPHA PHI 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
SIGMA KAPPA 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
DELTA SIGMA THETA 
PI BETA PHI 
CHI OMEGA 
DELTA GAMMA 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
AM'   ASA   AIA   AMI    Mill    \>.l    \l     .V    I'I'll    KM     K\   'I'M 
Panhellenic Council 
would like to 
Welcome the 202 
New women to the 
Greek Community 
W12    MM I    \!i   Al     W KM     k\   MAI   HUM'   IK 
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Business, honors and service fraternities an asset to campus 
by Monica Frosl 
REPORTER 
Business fraternities, 
honor societies and service 
fraternities are making sure 
the ideals of professionalism, 
scholarship and service are 
alive and well at the 
University. 
These organizations 
tare contributing to the Creek 
community by providing fel- 
lowships that allow students 
to support causes that are 
important to them - whether 
it be excelling academically 
or serving the local commu- 
nity. 
Business fraternities 
.in' organizations that allow 
students an opportunity to 
strive for professionalism as 
well as advancement in the 
world of business. These fra- 
ternities are co-educational 
and emphasize the impor- 
tance of scholarship as well 
as networking and building 
relationships in the business 
community. 
Examples of business 
fraternities on campus 
include Delta Sigma Pi. Beta 
Coca-Cola 
iau originally 
colored 
green. 
FOREIGN 
city MOST 
VMTBD   BY 
Att£/?/CAA/S ;5 
Tijuana. 
Alpha Psi and Pi Omega Pi. 
Pi Omega Pi recently won 
second place in a national 
competition by compiling an 
extensive list of educational 
and business-related Web 
sites. 
Julie Fratus. a junior 
and accounting major, said _ 
she has benefited from her 
involvement in the busi- 
ness fraternity. Delta 
Sigma Pi. 
"Being in Delta 
Sigma Pi has been an 
incredible learning experi- 
ence for me and is basical- 
ly the only reason 1 feel 
ready to take my place in 
the business world." she 
said. "Delta Sigma Pi has 
helped me learn to be a 
leader, a professional, a 
better friend and college stu- 
dent." 
The University is also 
home to numerous honor 
societies. Just a few exam- 
ples of these include Alpha 
Lambda Delta, Omicron 
Delta Kappa Society, Phi Eta 
Sigma and Phi Sigma Pi. 
Honorary societies focus on 
scholarship, however, many 
also hold service and social 
events. 
Rebecca Ricciardi, 
the president of Phi Eta 
Sigma, believes honor soci- 
eties benefit the individual as 
well as campus. 
"We are definitely a 
three-in-one organi- 
zation and we strive 
for excellence on all 
three levels." 
-Jamie Hartley 
Phi Sigma Pi 
President 
"The honor societies 
on campus help to set apart 
the high-achieving students, 
and gives them the opportu- 
nity to build relationships 
with other students with sim- 
ilar goals and passions," she 
said. 
Jamie Hartley is the 
president of Phi Sigma Pi. a 
national honor fraternity that 
has been a part of campus 
for about a year. 
"Scholarship is very 
important to us," she said. 
"But we also focus on having 
fun and performing service. 
We are definitely a three-in- 
 one organization and we 
strive for excellence on all 
three levels." 
Order of Omega and 
Camma Sigma Alpha are 
honor societies that recog- 
nize the top three percent 
of the Greek community 
based on grade point aver- 
age and involvement in 
the Creek community as 
well as on campus overall. 
Service fraternities 
are a third type of organi- 
~ zation (hat has a presence 
on campus. Alpha Phi 
Omega and Omega Phi Alpha 
are two examples of service 
fraternities who perform 
community service such as 
'clean-ups', work with local 
causes and agencies and give 
to charities. 
Emily Dye is the 
president of Kappa Phi Club. 
a Christian-service sister- 
hood that is non-Creek. 
Volunteering at nursing 
homes, holiday caroling and 
participating in 'Race for the 
Cure' are a few examples of 
these women's service to the 
community. 
"Service organiza- 
tions are a good way to get 
students involved on what's 
going on at campus." Dye 
said.  "My sisters and I love 
to help in any way we can." 
THE GAVEL 
'Never heard oj a band 
placing in town^ 
Check out band Bios on 
tWfcfe lExcfusives 
jwww.bgnews.com/pulse 
AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA 
The Sisters of 
ALPHA XI DELTA! 
would like to welcome their 
new Baby Fuzzies! 
ArArArArArArArArArATArArAr 
Potuftatiilatiotu to our 
We to (Bahy. (T)ee 4£&i! 
Emma DiBlasI 
Heidi Dragon 
Kim Miller 
Jacqueline Kovach 
Kali WuHf 
Kariaa Harvey 
Jen Allen 
Julie Strauss      . 
Krlstina Vasilakis 
Aimee Malres 
Jessica Valenti 
Margo Mahony 
Kelly Blehler 
Gabe Barbara 
Andi Pereira 
Karina Costello 
Megan Tisone 
Tierre Boose 
Sheena Wood 
Meghan Slough 
Meghan Carrel 
Sara Spear 
Christina Diederich 
Lindsay White 
Nicole Wright 
Jacqui Shelby 
Jacquelyne Ryan 
Britini Weriing 
Dayna Hilier 
Melis 
Broolce Paul 
Erin Wells 
Kristen Verbeck 
Lindsey Long 
Kate Schantz 
KarWgwy 
Tara^Uson 
Leslie Jo| 
Ashley Root 
Crystal Naples 
jchert 
Qicole Drum 
[Ashley O' Neill 
Katie Bigaila 
Marisa Ryan 
I Rachael Micheli 
Nicole Shlagheck 
[Maeganlrfrinek 
litkey 
s 
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RECRUITMENT 
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Zeta Phi Beta sorora pose 
after "Meet the Greeks." - Sisters of Sigma Lambda 
Gamma tneel students at CampusPest, the annual all- 
campus barbecue. - Delia Gamma new members don 
their new sailor caps on liid Day. 
ROUNDUP 
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Media portrayals of Greeks deceptive 
by Sean Corp 
REPORTER 
"Toga! Toga! Toga!" 
These are the immortal 
words from the indelible clas- 
sic film "Animal House," 
which is making headlines on 
its 25th anniversary this 
month. Also in the spotlight 
• are other Greek-themed enter- 
| tainment hits "Old School" and 
the MTV reality shows. 
"Sorority Life" and "Fraternity 
Life." 
Join The 
Newlove 
Family! 
CONGRATS 
TO KAPPA ALPHA! 
winners of the Marshall 
Award for the T year 
in a row! 
Unfortunately, the images pre 
sented in these far from portray the 
reality of Greek life and give people a 
false notion of what Greek  
life is all about. 
"They don't really 
cover anything that the 
fraternities do other than 
party and beat each 
other." Adam Shipp, presi- 
dent of the Kappa Alpha 
Order, said. 
It is more accurate 
to say that Creek life 
adapts to entertainment 
than to say entertainment 
adapts and accurately 
reflects on Greek life. 
"Toga parties did not enter the 
consciousness of Greek life until after 
Animal House became a hit." Beth 
Dutridge. secretary of the Kappa Delta 
sorority, said. 
While many people would love 
lo know or be like Bluto. John 
Bclushi's zit-popping, beer guzzling, 
guitar-smashing character from 
"Animal House." 
and Frank "The 
Tank." Will 
Farrell's nude, 
middle aged, 
beer-guzzling, 
character from 
"Old School," 
Greek life is 
founded on traditions of hard work, 
brotherhood and sisterhood. 
This can sometimes be lost in 
the campus 
"I have had girls that 
come through rush 
and they are afraid 
that all sororities are 
as petty and horrible 
fas those featured in 
Sorority Life]," 
-Beth Dutridge 
Undergraduate Housing! 
Graduate & Professional Housing! 
No Parental Guarentee Needed! 
Professional Management Team! 
Pets Permitted in Some Rentals! 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
332 S. MAIN ST. (our only office) 
352-5620 
www. newloverealty/nrentals. com 
email.newlol @dacor. net 
VI'   \H\   \l \    \\s 
population of 
freshmen who 
only know 
about fraterni- 
ties from what 
they see in the 
movies. 
"All you 
have to do is 
look at the 
Spring Greek 
Report to see 
_ that BGSU 
Greeks are 
doing a lot." Shipp said. He also said 
thai Greeks participate in many com- 
munity service activities, have incen- 
tives for good grades, and have mem- 
bers in other organizations campus- 
wide. 
Hollywood seems to portray 
fraternities as nothing more than 
drinking and meeting women. This 
false idea can cause problems for the 
organizations. 
"People thai come through rush 
usually don'l think [of the entertain- 
ment as accurate]." Shipp said. "But the 
everyday student does. That is where 
the problem lies.   1 do not know how 
many limes I have had to explain 10 
people lhal we are nol like lhal." 
Ml    M     \/   I >l>lt   KM     K\   'I'M   llli'l'   Ik 
Panhellenic Council 
is looking for women interested in 
running for an Executive position. 
Info Session 
Monday, October 6th 
9:15 pm 
Union 314 
Call Tracy 372-2534 with questions. 
September 25, 2003 
Another recent addi- 
tion to the false depiction of 
Greek life are two reality 
shows on MTV. "Sorority 
Life" and "Fraternity Life." 
The shows claim to convey 
to the viewing public what 
Greek life is all about, but 
comes far from creating an 
accurate depiction. They 
show images of what it is 
like to not only rush a soror- 
ity or fraternity, but what it 
is like to belong to these 
organizations as well. 
"I have had girls that 
come through rush and they 
are afraid that all sororities 
are as petty and horrible |as 
those featured in Sorority 
Life]." Dutridge said. 
Shipp echoes these 
misgivings regarding 
Fraternity Life. 
"First, every fraterni- 
ty and sorority they follow 
around is local, not nation- 
al." he said. This means they 
do not have to answer (o a 
higher power, and are there- 
fore less responsible. After 
all. when the men in charge 
of your fraternity are "Frank 
the Tank." things like risk 
management, community 
service, and scholarship are 
not going to be stressed." 
Even though many 
students wish that fraterni- 
ties and sororities were as 
fun-filled and carefree as 
those in "Old School" and 
"Animal House." they are 
instead proud of the hard 
work and services they give 
back to the community. 
THE GAVEL 
Purlrw an average 
lifetime? a t*a<n 
wiM spend 3,350 hours 
^etooVins 8A Meters 
* jjj V    of y+ofcMe... 
;
^ V tf\\pp\\y snip snip 
AZ   AZ    AZ    AZ    AZ    AZ    AZ    AZ    AZ  AZ 
The Sisters of Delta Zeta WANT 
to get to know YOU! 
September 25 - F.R.I.E.N.D.S. Night! @ 8pm 
September 27 - Community Service 
September 30 - Mary Kay party! 9:15pm 
October 5 - Movie Night 9pm 
October 6 - Sisterhood 9:15pm 
All events are at our house located in Conklin. 
??Questions?? Call Andrea @ 214-1946 
zv zv  zv zv zv  zv  zv  zv  zv zv 
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55th Anniversary Celebrated 
(CONT'D FROM PG 2) 
ization to the Delta Tau Delta 
headquarters. 
Kappa Tau was one of 
two fraternities in the nation 
being considered for Delia 
Tau Deltas 77th chartering. 
The competition between the 
two fraternities was intense 
because of the similarity of 
the chapter name designation 
(Delia Tau) wilh the nalional 
Fraternity's name. 
Wilh some help from 
two alumni from other uni- 
versities, then- Ohio Slate 
Supreme Courl Chief Justice 
Carl Weygandl and ihen- 
Governor of Ohio Thomas J. 
Herberl. il appeared Kappa 
Tau was going lo win the spe- 
cial designation and nalional 
chartering. 
However, it wasn't 
until Kappa Tau won a cam- 
pus-wide debating competi- 
tion thai the nalional charter- 
ing and special designation 
was indeed given to them. On 
June 5th. 1948 Ihe Kappa 
Tau's were inslalled as Ihe 
Delta Tau Chapter of Delia 
Tau Delia Fraternity. Among 
Ihe guests at Ihe inslallaiion 
were the previously men- 
tioned Chief Justice and 
Governor. 
Meeting these men 
and hearing (heir stories was 
an exlraordinary experience 
for myself and the rest of the 
undergraduate Dells al 
Bowling Green. 
"The impact of such 
an experience would be hard 
lo sum up in words." chapter 
treasurer Mike McClave said. 
"Bui if forced lo explain it, the 
room thai day was a clear 
illustration of what brother- 
hood is". 
"It was remarkable lo 
be talking lo Ihe men whose 
signatures were written on 
the charter above Ihe fire- 
place." new member T.J. 
Davis said.  And lo think thai 
almost 1.200 BCSU students 
since 1948 have been pan of 
Ihis chapter since Ihe 
founders left Ihis campus 
explains a lol about Ihe fowl 
dation." 
Il was indeed an expe 
rience that changed the per 
spet lives of a loi of members. 
"When you join a lol 
of other fraternities you arc a 
member for the duration of 
your college career." chapter 
president Mall Slain said. 
"This proves lhal when you 
Join Delia Tau Delia, you are a 
member for life." 
THE CAVEL\ 
j£> Domino's 
w pizza 
Our prices won't require you to 
Hex your funds. 
Check out our 
7 specials for $7 each! 
$7 Student 
Value Menu 
(valid w/ BGSU ID only) 
Dance Marathon! 
Keep an eye out for an 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Pizza Night on 
October 15th! 
Free Delivery KB 
1818 L Wooiter, Unit J     —- 
353-MEGA 
 (6  3  4 2) 
11 large cheese OP 
I topping pizza 
1 medium 2 topping pizza 
1 small 3 topping pizza 
2 small cheese pizzas 
110 chicken kickers & 
a20oz.Coke 
8 cheesy bread, 5 wings 
& a 20oz. Coke 
II small cheese pizza plus 1 
of the following: 5 wings, 
cheesy bread, bread 
sticks or cinna sticks 
September 25. 2003 GAVEL PaS elO 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
LATEST CHAMPIONS 
3-pitch soflball tournament 
First Place - Gettin It Done...Kobe Style 
Second Place - Drunkln Patnaz 
CURRENT SPORTS 
Golf - playoffs begin October 6 
Tennis - playoffs begin October 6 
Ultimate Frisbee - playoffs begin October 13 
4-player Volleyball - playoffs begin October 20 
Flag Football - playoffs begin November 3 
UPCOMING REGISTRATION DEADLINES 
Ice Hockey 
Entries Accepted Sept 23 - Oct. 1 
Play Begins October 12 
FOR MORE DETAILS, CONTACT INTRAMURAL SPORTS AT 372-2464 
Happy   Thursday... 
Read   the   SS News HI 
Congrats to our 
New Baby Turtles1. 
Kimmy BrownUe Emily Kopcial 
Jessica Chris topherson Natalie Kuhl 
Rachel Crowe Jen Marion 
Nicole Dailey Jen Miller 
Ashley harnsworth Carly Pierson 
Amanda Furnas Audrey Rossman 
Jessica General Erin Scott 
Jeanette Griner Michelle Thomas 
Lacey Humbarger Alana Yanhowitz 
Kristen KalbjUisch 
Gamma Phi Beta! 
Welcomes their New Baby Gammies! 
Jennifer Baxa      Amy Humphrey 
Hillary Bell Kelly Kimball 
Melissa Carlin   Stephanie LaBonte 
Kristin Davis        Kelly Meyers 
Meaghan Geraghty      KeriSable^ B 
^~f 
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If you would like 
to see your ad 
appear here... 
contact the BG News 
Ad Department at 
372-2606 or visit 
204 West Hall. 
BG 
NEWS 
Fraternities close 
University chapters 
by Allison Halco 
REPORTER 
Two fraternities have 
closed their chapters on cam- 
pus, due mainly to low mem- 
bership. 
Delta Upsilon and Phi 
Sigma Kappa are no longer 
represented at the University. 
as of the beginning of this 
semester. The two fraternities 
have experienced a decline 
in membership over the past 
few years, resulting in their 
decision to close. 
"Our international 
organization said that 15 
members are needed [for a 
chapter to remain active), 
and we didn't feel that we'd 
be able to obtain that many 
members in the given 
amount of time," John 
Leciejewski. Delta Upsilon 
member, said. 
"If you don't have any 
students, you can't really be a 
student organization." Dr. 
Ron Binder, Director of 
Greek Affairs, said. Last 
spring, Delta Upsilon had six 
members and Phi Sigma 
Kappa had 11. By the begin- 
ning of this semester, Delta 
Upsilon's membership had 
decreased to three and Phi 
Sigma Kappa's to two. The 
decline in membership is 
partly the result of a large 
number of chapter members 
graduating, according to 
Leciejewski. In addition to 
low membership. Delta 
Upsilon was facing financial 
problems. 
"Some of the mem- 
bers had outstanding dues 
they just couldn't pay," 
Leciejewski said. 
"The groups haven't 
been very successful over 
the last couple of semes- 
ters." Binder said. 
The decision to 
close the chapters was 
made by chapter members, 
local alumni and advisors 
at Greek Affairs. 
Although the 
University lost two chapters, 
two new fraternity chapters 
will be gained. As of this 
year, Kappa Alpha Psi and 
Omega Psi Phi will be rep- 
resented on campus. 
"Given the size of 
our Greek community, 
you're going to have groups 
coming and going," Binder 
said. 
Delta Upsilon and 
Phi Sigma Kappa will prob- 
ably be represented on 
campus again in the future, 
according to Binder. In 
order to reinstate the chap- 
ters, the groups will have to 
go through an evaluation by 
Greek Affairs, who will 
decide if they are allowed 
back on campus in a 
process that could take up 
to two years. 
"You never want to 
see a group leave, but we 
know we will welcome 
them back in the future," 
Binder said. 
THE GAVEL 
HANGING VlMfS 
HMW«* 
419-354-2244 419-354-5508 
I "From now until October 4th 2003, if you  I 
I book an appointment with one of our     I 
I stylist for any HAIR COLOR SERVICE over  I 
I $30.00, you will receive COLOR PROTECT I 
I Shampoo, Conditioner, and Lock-in Spray I 
I a $15.00 Value FREE! Just bring in this     I 
I coupon for your free gift."              I 
h — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — J 
STORE HOURS 
Monday thru Thursday 9 AM to 9 PM 
Friday 9 AM to 8 PM 
Saturday 9 AM to 5 PM 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
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Offensive 'humor7 column serves to unite Greeks 
Ariel Castro 
F.I)ITOR-IN-CHIF.F 
As most of the Greek 
community already knows. 
Mall Sussman, humor 
columnist for The BG News, 
recent!} wrote an article 
attacking the Institution of 
Greek life and made charges 
that were false and ultimate- 
ly hateful, (ireeks also know 
thai what was written came 
al one of the worst limes pos- 
sible - during the fall semes- 
ter formal recruitment peri- 
od. 
First of all, Sussman 
has the right to publish his 
views in The BG News, 
regardless of how outrageous 
Ihej are. In fact, the sillier 
the points he makes, the less 
likely they will he taken seri- 
ously.  Also, he didn't present 
his views as fact and didn't 
target any one person or 
organization. 
However, as several 
Students pointed out in Sub- 
sequent letters In the editor. 
Sussman crossed the line 
with many of his views. He 
wrote that none of us are 
Greek unless we actually 
come from the Middle 
F.astern country.  Although 
this is Incorrect - every 
member of a fraternity or 
sorority is (5reek, according 
to The American Heritage 
College Dictionary lh.it 
Sussman probably bad to 
buy for F.nglish 111 - Ibis 
didn't come close to his most 
offensive charges. 
For one, il is unfair 
and inappropriate to catego- 
rize Greeks (from Greece) as 
frequent ealers of "gyros and 
feta cheese salads with lots of 
olives." Thai is just the same 
as classifying a group of peo- 
ple by any one characteristic. 
It's called a Stereotype and il 
can easily be considered 
racism. 
Also, ii was Inappro- 
priate to use the example of 
an "overweight sorority." This 
implies that some groups are 
designated for certain types 
of people.  Kven organiza- 
tions that have historically 
had members of a certain 
race don't bold those types of 
principles. Second, (here is 
no such sorority, al least on 
Ihis campus, which suggests 
thai Sussman is making 
childish insults about mem- 
bers of certain groups. 
Finally, each member 
of a fraternity or sorority has 
made a choice to be part of 
thai organization. They like- 
ly chose their group because 
they believe in its principles 
and what il does on campus 
and iti the community. The 
age-old "Greeks pay for their 
friends" weapon is just as 
ridiculous as saying that you 
should only join an organiza- 
tion that charges no dues. It 
shows ignorance and a lack 
of desire to understand the 
Greek system. Making fun of 
Greek letters and emblems 
does exactly the same. 
What we must keep 
in mind is that despite the 
lack of taste, Sussman's arti- 
cle was a poor attempt al a 
humor column. It was tint 
meant to be taken seriously, 
but of course, il never feels 
good lo be the bull or some- 
one's joke. The BG News' 
Greek readership knows that 
his statements were false, 
and so do the recruits that 
came urn 10 formal recruit- 
ment despite the controversy. 
This is the type of person - 
who pursues their interest in 
Greek life despite the taste- 
less stereotypes - that need 
to join Greek organizations 
and continue to make a real 
ami positive impact. 
The Gavel's stafT, 
along with leaders of the four 
Greek councils and the thir- 
ty-plus fraternities and soror- 
ities, is excited to see such a 
large response to the col- 
umn. The BG News was run- 
ning comments to this for 
days! This just goes to show 
the pride and unity that 
comes with the establish- 
ment of Greek life - despite 
what Sussman thinks. 
THE GAVEL 
Look for the next issue of The Gavel inside The BG News on October 30, 2003. 
ABrAEZHeiKAMNSOnPSTY^X^QABrAEZHGIKAMNSOnPZTYOXQABrAEZHOIKAM] 
H2 % of BCJv.SU Under<rraduates are members 
offraternities and sororities? 
► BG Greeks offer over $11,000 in, academic 
incentives for their members? 
• BG Greeks raised over §100,000 jvr charity Spring semester 2003? 
•BG Greeks performed over 20,000 hours o~f 
community service in the Bowline Green area 
Spring semester 2003? 
*58%of BG Greeks were members of other 
student groups at BGSU? 
BGSU Residence Life- Greek Affairs Mission 
Building the premier Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America utilizing continuous improvement that provides the following: 
1. A quality undergraduate residential experience (or the housed fraternities & sororities 
2. A complete quality undergraduate Iraternity and sorority experience that builds community among all Greeks and that emphasizes our founding principles ol: 
-Scholarship 
-Service 
-Brotherhood/Sisterhood 
3. A commitmen! to furthering Ihe Greek Advising profession through a quality graduate preparatory experience, research, conference attendance & 
presentation and national leadership 
Fall 2003 
For more information, check out Ihe Greek BGSU web site at www.areekbasu.com 
UOSNWV^I0HZHVJ9VU/ixX<DAI3cIUOENWV^I0HZHVJ9VU/hX<I>AIZdUOSNWV^I0HZ 
WELCOME TO ANOTHER YEAR OF THE OBSIDIAN 

CREED 
UNKING LIKE 
MINDS 
Now more than ever, all people must be together. Every sister every broth- 
er everywhere who feels the time is in the air, for common blood flows 
through common veins and common eyes all see the same. 
Now more than ever people must be together. 
Obsidian is a volcanic glass which is formed from molten lava. We have 
acquired the name, because as a glass it is reflective. As a magazine we 
should be reflective of the people we serve and their interests. A volca- 
canic eruption and the pouring of lava is also significant, for it is an indica- 
tion of this magazine which holds as one of its functions to erupt interest 
and awareness from the people. 
The Obsidian has stood out for its significant meaning to this magazine 
which is a reflection of peoples of color. 
\WQO©©GQD<3 3® aoD®8lb<3(? ^oac?- ®(F tithes 
sjiasacajas 
Introducing the 2003-2004 Obsidian staff leaders... 
Samantha M. Sims 
Editor in Chief 
From: Akron, OH 
Major: Journalism 
"I think the energy on cam 
pus is more positive and 
productive this year. 
People seem to be more 
involved with campus 
events and issues. Or it 
could just be me getting 
older!" 
Joyce Christopher 
Assistant Editor 
From: Detroit, Ml 
Major: Psychology 
As one of the newest 
members of the Obsidian 
staff, I plan to gain a 
wealth of knowledge from 
my superiors here.  I 
would also like to see 
more blacks acknowledge 
each other and support 
more events." 
Marcus Simpson 
Graphic Designer 
From: Detroit, Ml 
Major: VCT 
"I fit in well at the Obsidian 
because Obsidian is a 
black, smooth, hard rock- 
just like me!  I'm glad to 
have the opportunity to 
express myself in this 
forum. Roo! 
Bridgette Thomas 
Public Relations 
Manager 
From Cleveland, OH 
Major: IPC 
"Working on the Obsidian 
last year built character 
and growth for me from a 
professional aspect and I 
believe that this year will 
build on those two posi-^ 
tives." 
wmjmm 
So you wanna be a 
by Columnist Rezell Siramois 
So you want to rap, huh? Do you 
have the drive? The heart? And most 
of all the skill? Well, let me introduce 
myself.  I'm your music consultant. 
That's right, I'm going to give you my 
insight and a different view on the 
music industry that you should feast 
off for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 
The key to a hot rap artist is that 
THE 1911 BASKETBALL 
EXPLOSION 
KAT vs. Q^O. 
BASKETBALL   GAME 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18TH @ i PM 
AT THE IlI-LDHOUSE 
FEATURING 
3-ON-3 TOURNAMENT 
$25 REGISTRATION FEE PER TEAM 
$ CASH PRIZE $ 
AFTER PARTY 
2 FRATS, 2 FURIOUS 
10 PM- 2 AM, LOCATION TBA 
he/she is an artist first. Being an artist 
is being creative, unique, talented and 
disciplined enough to pursue and per- 
fect your cratt Most people have this 
misconstrued. Just because you 
rhyme to your friends doesn't mean 
your ready for a deal. Considering 
you have the skill, and what it takes, 
picture this. 
That 
advanced 
money 
being in the 
studio 
recording. 
The label 
already set 
up your 
photo shoot. 
The next 
process is 
artist devel- 
opment and 
marketing. 
This is 
where the 
label 
decides how 
they are 
going to 
introduce 
your project 
to the con- 
sumer in an 
attention 
grabbing 
and unique 
way. 
This part 
is key, and 
has been 
the con- 
tributing fac- 
tor to many 
VH1 "One 
hit 
Wonders," 
and why they were unsuccessful at 
gaining stability and longevity in the 
market. 
One thing that helps to tell the dif- 
ference between a rapper and an 
artist is whether or not they realize 
that you do not have to be confined to 
typical topics, images and marketing. 
If you are from the hood, that doesn't 
mean you have to have a "hood" 
image or rap about the hood. 
You have a misconception about 
the artist you see on TV. Many artists 
act that way because it sells records- 
point blank. They have families and 
cars to pay for. You can see this from 
2Pac's style to Chingy's and his 
reposted disses at 50 cent, this past 
weekend in Virgina. 
Drama, confrontations, and exagerrat- 
ed gangsta persona's create great 
record sells, but not always the great- 
est music. 
Artist development and marketing 
has tapped into guerilla marketing in 
the last few years. Media outlets such 
as the internet and radio have helped 
artist's market themselves. Foxy 
Browns unveiling of events concern- 
ing her delayed album release to New 
York's Power 105 radio host Wendy 
Williams proves the power of radio. 
The most talented and successful 
artists developed and marketed them- 
selves way before they got a record 
deal. 
If your comparing yourself to 
major artist's, don't look at who's hot, 
but look at what's missing in the 
industry. That is how you catch the 
eye of an A&R. 
tip before I go, read anything 
and everything because it increas- 
es your knowledge, insight, and 
vocabulary. 
Get that cheesecake!!! 
CONTACT REZELL@BGNET.BGSU.EDU 
Q 
Linking 
Like 
Minds 
Help us 
promote unity, 
support our 
release date 
dress"themes. 
Today: 
business/casual 
Still 
representing 
4 the 
mis- 
represented! 

• town   Bowling   Green   scene, 
2 nonetheless, a definite Hip-Hop 
* night has been missing for some J 
time now. 2 
• ness will 
." necessarily 
provide it. 
Fortunately, 
There is a genuine lack of 
places off campus where one , 
can listen to continuous hip- 2
hop, reggae, or house music 
without the usual break of • Hip-hop is a huge pad of the 2 some students 
pop/rock music. The prob- • musical diet on campus. • have stopped 
lem with off campus • Students listen to everything from • waiting for down- 
venues is not that there is 2 Jurassic 5 and Black Eyed Peas, • town business lead- 
a lack of music, but that 2 to Lil Flip and Three 6 Mafia. A 2 ers to change with 
there is a lack of Hip- 2 huge percentage of the under- 2 the times and instead 
Hop music. Main • graduate andgraduate communi- 2 are trying to create 
Street is full of diver- • ty listen, live and breathe some * their own entertainment. 
sity when you con- • form of Hip-Hop related music. • Recently, the Obsidian 
sider the Top 40. • Honestly, Bowling Green State • inteviewed two individuals 
Country, alterna- •University students like Hip-Hop • who are trying to add to the 
five rock, goth, 2 otherwise people would not have 2 diversity of Bowling Green, 
and dance  2 gone to see the Roots/Run DMC 2 Check it out below! 
music has been   .* orLudacrisBut just because the  2 
a regular part   • students like something does not 2 
of the down-   • mean that Bowling Green bus/-   • 
Obsidian: Who started 
70ne? 
TFord:70ne was started by 
myselt, Frank De Leon, and 
■G' 
What is 70ne? 
70ne is a  record label that 
also promotes hip-hop parties 
for    the     BG     community 
because we feel our parties 
bring us all together through 
one common love for hip-hop. v 
70ne's   parties  are  always _V 
enjoyable and violence free, / 
our parties are not just a ran- 
dom idea, they are the type of 
environment that 70ne takes 
pride in providing. 
Obsidian:Does the name 
have a meaning? 
TFord: 7 is the most complete 
number. The world was creat- 
ed in seven days, there are 
seven con tinants, seven seas, 
and also The Seven-Truths" 
and together we form one to 
work in unison. 
Is this a legitimate label or is 
this       just       a      hobby? 
This is a label all the way. 
Obsidian:How do you think 
"coming straight out of BG" 
will affect you? 
TFord:l don't think that where 
you come from or where you 
start has any effect on you as 
far as success goes. We feel 
we can provide quality and 
enjoyable music. This is where 
our success will be deter- 
mined. 
Obsidian:When is the next 
70ne Party? 
TFord: The next party is Nov 
11th for the release date for 
"All in the Family" featuring the 
whole 70ne roster. With a per- 
formance by the 70ne family. 
Last   year   70ne   released 
"Family Ave" by "G" and earli- 
er  this  year  we  released 
"Sacrifice and  Survival"  by 
"G"        and        "D-Jones". 
Obsidian:What's     in     the 
future for 70ne? 
TFord:Our plan is to keep 
providing a safe atmosphere 
for people to relax and enjoy 
themselves. So keep on the 
look out for "All in the Family" 
which will be on stock at 
Finders on Main st. in 
Bowling Green 
Obsidlan:Any last remarks? 
TFord: I'd like to give a shout 
out to the Obsidian and your 
staff, thanx for the opportunity 
to tell our story, and to every- 
body in BG that supports our 
movement. 
Special guests 70ne reviews the latest releases 
and lets us know whether to cop it or drop it! 
" Love & Life" Mary J.: COP IT! 
"Bad Boys II sound track" various artists 
COP IT! 
"From me to you" Jewelz Santana- 
COP IT! 
"Ashanti chapter 2" Ashanti: COP IT! 
"Dangerously in Love" Beyonce: COP IT! 
Top 10 Videos 
courtesy of yahoo music 
" DMX- COP IT! 
"Where is the love"- Black Eyed Peas 
"Rain on Me"- Ashanti 
"Shake Ya Tailfeather"- P.Diddy, Murphey 
Lee, Nelly 
(There's Gotta Be) More to Life- Stacie 
Orrico 
"P.I.M.R- 50 Cent 
"Hurt"- Johny Cash 
"Stand Up"- Ludacris 
"Thoia Thoing"- R.Kelly 
Right Thurr [Remix]- featuring Trina & 
Jermain Dupri, Chingy 
"Someday"- Nickelback 
CULTIVATING T 
.Welcome back lua new school 
5f the word 
De applied to 
ition on campus, 
vhether you are a 
1 freshman or a 
lior, the 2003-2004 
Dtentially offers the 
>r something new 
The key to ensur- 
ing that we capitalize on this 
opportunity is learning to 
"Cultivate the Newness." The 
first word I want to focus on is 
cultivate, for it takes me back to 
my growing up in the farmlands 
of South Carolina, and the way 
farmers would plow the field to 
"turn over" the soil, so that it pro- 
duces better crops. Cultivate 
also means, "To develop or 
improve by care, training, etc." 
This is what must be done now 
with this new opportunity provid- 
ed by this 2003-2004 school 
year. We must refine and rede- 
fine our way of thinking and 
behaving in an effort to capitalize 
on the opportunity, or in the 
words of Bishop T.D. Jakes, 
"Maximize the Moment." 
So often we get hung up on all 
the downfalls and mistakes that 
we have made in the past. We 
then condemn ourselves to reliv- 
ing, for we never take steps to 
change. We think, "Man, study- 
ing isn't going to help me, for I 
barely made it through high 
school," or "There is no way I 
can get higher than a 2.33, for I 
have always been a "C" student.' 
When thoughts similar to these 
enter our mind, I want us to 
focus on the second major word 
in our topic, newness. The word 
new means, "Different than the 
one before." This new school 
year provides everyone with the 
opportunity to do things different-| 
ly than we have done them 
before. A new year is a fresh 
start at making a directional shift 
toward positive change. In other 
words, it is our second chance, 
you need to spend extra time in 
the Math Lab and conversing 
with your professor.  If you feel 
you should've spent more time 
studying in a quiet place, then 
this year utilize the study areas 
on the 7th and 8th floor of the 
and it applies to everyone. 
Regardless of what decisions we 
made last year or have been 
making for a while, we have 
been granted a fresh start, and it 
is up to us to cultivate this new 
school year so that it produces 
SUCCESS! 
I would like to personally chal- 
lenge everyone reading this arti- 
cle to take a moment and think 
about all the "Would've, 
Could've, Should've" things we 
have been holding on to for the 
longest time. These things are 
unnecessary weights that are 
holding us down and preventing 
us from reaching up and grab- 
bing our success.  LET THOSE 
THINGS GO!!! We must mental-l 
ly free ourselves from the shack- 
les of our failures, so that we can! 
embrace our potential for suc- 
cess. We must take control of 
the newness of this moment, so 
it can work for us.  If last year 
you failed Math 120 because yo 
didn't seek help, then this year 
WE MUST MENTALLY 
FREE OURSELVES 
FROM THE SHACKLES 
OF OUR FAILURES... 
Jerome Library. If you feel you 
never had enough time, then this 
year plan your day better and 
practice more time management. 
Whatever it is you could've done 
last year or in past years, make 
a decision to DO it today. The 
best way to cultivate and capital- 
ize 
this newness is to 
top talking about what you 
ould've, should've and would've 
■done and JUST DO IT! We are 
the farmers and this new school 
^ear is our field. We must culti- 
/ate our study habits, testing 
skills, thought processes, 
and behaviors, so that at 
harvest time we produce 
SUCCESS! 
- Jerome Library 
372-2361 
- Math/Science Library 
372-2591 
|- Moseley Hall Writers 
372-221 
r 216 University Hall Math Study 
Lab 
372-8009 
|- 247 Technology Building 
372-7719 
on ATTENTION ALL JUNIORS 
B!G on Learning 
B!G on Research 
B!G on Diversity 
BIG on Graduate Programs... 
The6rodu«»eC,Ue,eprojectSeorch 
Promotes Diversity Enhancement 
and Student Success 
The Graduate College offers master's degrees in 43 fields of 
study, specialist degrees in turn fields, three certificate 
programs, and 15 doctoral degree programs. 
For more information alxi 
assislanlships. and dt-'gm 
il admission*, 
programs, contact 
Lisa C. Chavers, Ed. D. 
Director of Project Search 
Phone 419.372.0343 
Fax 419.372.8569 
Ichai'erfdbgnel.bgsu.edu 
120 McFall Center 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ol I 43403 
visit our website: 
www. bgsu.edu/colleges/g radcot 
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The 
College 
Throwback 
Party. 
It's going 
down 
Tonight! 
The Obsidian interviews Independent party promoter Jaryah Bobo 
Obsidian: Who is involved 
with your group? 
Bobo: It's me pretty much me 
and Zee (Rezell Simmons). I 
mean we are working with the 
Obsidian, WBGU-FM, DJ Dub, 
DJ James Dean, different 
Greek organizations, Marcus 
Simpson, Red Brown Media 
and others. 
Obsidian: Who did the flyers? 
Bobo: Marcus Simpson. I've 
known him since high school 
and he's always been real 
crazy artistically. 
Obsidian: How did you and Z 
get together? 
Bobo: Me and him have been 
working together for a minute. 
It's strictly business. It's like 
whenever I need help with 
something, I call him and when 
he needs help, I'm there. 
We're good business associ- 
ates, kind of like Dame Dash 
and Jay-Z. 
Obsidian: You have a party 
comin' up, tell us about it? 
The Throwback College 
Party. It's in the Union 
Ballroom tonight, September 
25th. 
Obsidian: Do I have to wear a 
throwback? 
Bobo: No, not if you don't 
want to. 
Obsidian: Why are yall throw- 
ing the party? 
Bobo: We felt that there 
should be something going on. 
Because when we were first 
going to 
BG nothing was poppin' off 
except icebreakers in Eppler. 
Obsidian: What is in the future 
for all of you? 
Bobo: I know Rezell is work- 
ing for WJLB-FM98 in Detroit 
and different promoters, but 
honestly I'm not sure of every- 
thing so you'd have to ask him. 
The student union staff asked 
me to DJ in the pub from 
October through December, so 
I'll be doing that as well as 
anything else that makes 
Bowling Green a bit more 
bearable. 
Obsidian: Any last remarks or 
shout outs? 
Bobo: I just want to thank 
WBGU-FM and Red Brown 
Media for the money, Marcus 
for the flyers, Rezell for promo- 
tions, and the Obsidian for 
publicity. Holla! 
c/> 
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Sept. 19-Music artist Sisqo is facing a felony 
assualt charge after allegedly firing a 9mm 
handgun at a man getting into his car in 
Baltimore County, Maryland.  He is free on 
175, 000 bail Sisqo is also accused of four 
misdemeanor violations second-degree assu- 
alt, reckless endangerment, resisting arrest 
and disturbing the peace. 
A 70-year-old grandmother had filed a lawsuit 
against Eminem and his record labels for 
allegedly using a clip from a composition by 
her late husband on a 1999 song. 
State of Florida New Miss. America Erika 
Harold of Urbana, Illinois won tiara, $50, 000 
scholarship aid year long national speaking 
tour. 
Los Angeles- Will and Jada 
Pinkett Smith's former 
housekeeper is suing the 
celebrity couple for allegedly 
failing to pay her about 1,640 
hours of overtime pay and fir- 
ing her after she complained. 
The Creative Minds Movement 
"Free X-pression As a Weapon 
Words as Ammunition" 
POETRY SLAM FEST 
Union Ballroom 8pm 
Mon.Sept. 29 
Free Admission 
The American Civil Liberties Union has filed suit in effort 
to remove the ten commandments which is on display 
at the Barrow County Courthouse in Winder, Georgia.   It 
weighss 5,000 pounds. Roy Moore who first put it there is 
fighting to keep his job. 
Carol Moseley Braun is running for a U.S. Senate seat 
and upon winning will be the first black woman to gain a 
seat. 
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